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INTRODUCTION / 

i-i. pum^SE ^ 

a. The purpose\pf this manual is to 
provide information\nd guidance on the 
operational functions and procedures for 
Army airspace management/and air traffic 
control in the combat zone)(lt provides the 
fundamentals to optimizes. Army unit 
operations—around-the-clockV in an air- 
space shared by friendly forcesS. Guidance 
is provided for maneuver force com- 
manders, aviation unit commanders, air 
traffic control units/and individual pilots. 

b. This manual has been written with 
the premise that/ special relationship mua 
exist between US Army and other US 
Service component tactical forces. All 
commanders must recognize that all Ser- 
vice components need to use the airspace 
over the combat zone in the performance of 
their assigned missions and that airspace 
procedures must contribute to and not 
detract from the overall objective— 
EFFECTIVE COMBAT EMPLOYMENT 
OF THE JOINT FORCE. 

c. Commanders are reminded that dur- 
ing peacetime operation they may be 
expected to apply environmentally dictated 

CHAPTER 

i 

safety measures to their training. These 
precautions should be applied in a manner 
that continues to afford realistic training 
and insure mission accomplishment. (See 
chapter 6.) 

1-2. SCOPE 

a. This manual is primarily concerned 
with procedures necessary to exploit the 
mobility and effectiveness of aviation 
units in support of tactical operations by 
land combat forces in any area of 
operations. 

b. Specifically, it provides doctrine and 
procedures for airspace management and 
air traffic control during Army land combat 
operations. Doctrine expressed has been 
developed in consonance with the needs of 
all'other friendly airspace users. Readers 
should keep in mind that the objective of 
airspace^management is to maximize joint 
combat effectiveness, in part, by capitaliz- 
ing on the unique capabilities of aviation 
units. Procedures outlined are not intended 
to constrain thèse units’ flexibility. They 

\ are simply commojisense measures that 
will ultimately enhance combat effective- 
ness and put maximum- pressure on the 
enemy. \ 

1-1 
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c. This manual is in consensus with 
and extends the policies, procedures, and 
doctrine contained within FM 100-42. 

d. This publication iryplmients STANAG 
3805, and has been writtenSin consonance 
with the following international standardi- 
zation agreements: / 

I 

STANAG 3631, WarL/ne Air Máyement 
Priority System fon NATO Countries; 
STANÁG 3736, ATP 27B, Offensive 

I 

CO USER 

Support Operations; and STANAG 3805, 
ATP-40, Airspace Control in the Combat 
Zone. 

e. Atípendix A contains a listing of 
additional related publications. 

f. Standard definitions and abbrevia- 
tions/are contained in Army Regulations 
(AR/ 310-25 and 310-50, respectively. 
Abbreviations and terms used in this 
manual which are not listed in the 

ove-referenced ARs are explained in the 
xt. 

MENTS 

This publication was written by the United States Army Aviation Center (USAAVNC). 
Users of this manual ajre encouraged to Submit recommended changes or comments to 
improve the publication! Comments must/be submitted, on DA Form 2028 (Recommended 
Changes to Publications and Blank Forms), and should reference the specific page, 
paragraph, and sentence of the text to he changed. Reasonkfor each recommended change 
must be stated to allow complete evaluation and to insure understanding of the 
recommendation. Forward your comments, suggestions, or questions to Commander, 
USAAVNC, ATTN: ATZQ-T, Fort/Rucker, AL 36362, or call the Aviation Center 
HOTLINE 24-hour recording service:/AUTOVON 558-6487; Commef'çial—Area Code (205) 
255-6487. During duty hours, call X.UTOVON 558-3603/3217; Combaercial—Area Code 
(205) 255-3603/3217. Additionally comments, suggestions, or questions\pertaining to air 
traffic control procedures ami operatsions should be forwarded to the Commhnder, USACC, 
ATTN: CC-ATC, Fort ^uachufca, AZ 85613, or call AUTOVOI^ 879-6793; 
Commercial—Area Code (602^ 538/6793. 



CHAPTER 

CONCEPTS, RESPONSIBILITIES, 
AND PROCEDURES 

2-1. CONCEPTS 

a. As a fundamental consideration, the 
primary objective of airspace management 
and air traffic control (ATC) is to promote 
the safe, orderly, and expeditiousAiseof 
airspace in the combat zone while contrib- 
uting to maximum combat effectiveness 
and survivability. Efficient airspace man- 
agement and air traffic control should 
enhance coordinated combat operations 

tnc 

consolidate requirements for the use of this 
airspace in the interest of achieving a 
common objective at the lowest possible 
level. Regulation indicates the requirement 
to supervise activities in this airspace to 
provide for flight safety and defines the 
authority required to insure such safety. 
Identification indicates the requirement to 

^identify all friendly airspace users. 

c^ Air traffic control is a service 
provided within the combat zone to . , , ^ . J proviueu witiuxi tue cumuau without addmg undue resections and with Jontrib>lte to the maximization o£ combat 

minimal adverse impact on the capabilities effectivcness by promoting the safe, effi- 
of any component. Authority to approve, ^ and^flexible use of airspace. Air 
disapprove, or deny jjombat operations is x 

vested only in the joint force commander. 

b. Airspace management consists of 
the coordination/ integration, regulation, 
and identification of the use/users of 
airspace of defined dimensions. In this 
context, coordination is that degree of 
authority necessary to achieve effective, 
efficient, /and flexible use of airspace. 
Integration considers the necessity to 

traffic control may be either positive, 
procedural, or\a combination of both, 
depending on tactical needs and/or system 
capabilities. 

2-2. RESPONSIBILITIES 

a. In joint operations,\the Air Force 
Component Commander/Commander, Air 
Force Forces (AFCC/COMAFFOR) will 

\ 

AIRSPACE 
MANAGEMENT + AIR TRAFFIC 

CONTROL 

SAFE, ORDERLY 
USE OF 

AIRSPACE 
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normally be designated the area air defense 
commander (AADC) and the airspace 
control authority (ACA) in accordance with 
provision of Joint Chiefs of Staff Publica- 
tions 8 and 9. 

(1) 

sible for— 
The ACA/AADC is respon- 

• Air 
and rules of enga 

• The 
operation of the 
system within 
area. 

# Issii 
friend or foe (radar) 

defense procedures 
¿ement. 

overall planning and 
airspace management 
the airspace\control 

ing identification, 
(IFF) procedures. 

I 
m rw 1,0 

¿-/o y dwpxAi th.G cLTGci air- 
space control plan and issuing airspace 
management proçedures. 

(fig 
(2) The area airspace control plf 

2-1) and airspace management pro- 
cedures include— \ j 

aries. 
Airspjace control bound- 

In-fli^it : . reporting. 

# Contre^ of all air ^traffic 
operating under instrument ; flight 
rules/instrument meteorological con- 
ditions (IFR/IMC). 

# Coordinktion procedures 
for aircraft operating undér visual 
flight rules/visual meteorological con- 
ditions (VFR/VMC). V 

# Procedure^ foir integrat- 
ing air operation information produced 
by component commandvand control 
systems into the airspace control 
system. 

• /Establishment of an air- 
way structure and arrival, departure, 
en route, and handoff procedures when 
required ipr air traffic control. 

Establishment of air- 
space obntrol sectors, airspace restric- 
tions,/ and high density airspace 
control zones when required. 

/ • Standardized formats for 
the exchange of airspace control 
information and coordination of air- 
space management activities (e.g., 
airspace restrictions, low-level transit 
routes (LLTR), and coordinating 
altitudes). 

b. The US Army combat forces com- 
mander (normally corps) is responsible for 
airspace management functions within his 
area of territorial responsibility, as defined 
jy the ACA. Subject to the operational 
command/control of the joint force com- 
mander, each component commander 
withimthe joint force has responsibility for 
the folloWing: 

# Tàçtical employment and in- 
ternal administration of his own 
forces. \ 

# Coordinatmg the operations 
of his forces, aircraft, and weapons 
with other Service ''components, as 
required. \ 

# Employment of \air defense 
weapon systems in accorolmce with 
the policies and procedures issued by 
the AADC. 

# Providing airspace control- 
and performing airspace management 
functions in any area that may be 
assigned by the ACA. 

2-2 
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c. ATC commanders are responsible for 
Army ATC functions within areas of 
assigned responsibility subject to the 
policies and procedures established by the 
ACA and the US Anny combat forces 
commander. These functibns include— 

V 
Ä \ , 

9 Providing ATO services m 
accordance with the aree^ airspace 
control plan. 

I 

# Implementing policieày and 
; procedures for Army ATC joperations. 

! • Coordinating the 1 operations 
of their units with Army comba1 

I* forces and other Service components, 
as required. 1 

J 9 Integrating Army ATC sys- 
j terns and facilities with1; airspace 
j control facilities in the theater of 

operations. | 

9 Employment of AT(^ units 
support of aviation operations. 

d. The maneuver commander (normally 
division, brigade, battalion) is responsible 
for coordinating the airspace! activities 
within his area of operation. In che vicinity 
of the front line of own troops (FLOT), 
the maneuver commander is responsible for 
the detailed coordination of those airspace 
users directly participating in nis opera- 
tions . The support provided in response to 
his requirements must be coordinated in its 
application, both to maximize effectiveness 
and to preclude mutual interference. (Al- 
though there is normally no requirement 
for a special staff element at the maneuver 
brigade or battalion dedicated tc airspace 
management, the commander routinely 
exercises control and coordination through 
his staff, supporting liaison/fire/ support 

/ 
representatives, s^iid subordinate unit com- 
manders.) It is^ envisioned that a single 
point of contact must be identified as the 
focal point for this management effort. 
This is discussed in more detail in 
chapter 3/ 

e. Responsibility for compliance with 
the rules of flight, rules of engagement, and 
firing/restrictions lies with all commanders/ 
leaders and individuals in . control of 
equipment or systems to which such rules 
or/restrictions apply. 

/ f. Procedures for Army airspace man- 
agement in the combat zone are the same 
for the divisions and corps; however, the 
types and densities of airspace-user activi- 
ties differ between the division area and the 
'corps rear area. The procedures discussed 
in this chapter are generally applicable at 
corps and division levels. These procedures 
are qecessary to supplement the joint 
agreements, procedures, and coordination 
requirements discussed in FM 100-42. A 
sample division standing operating pro- 
cedure (SOP) contained in appendix F 
serves to illustrate the implementation of 
these procedures. 

2-3. AIRSPÂCE 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

a. Normal operational planning, execu- 
tion, and adherence to standing operating 
procedures should prevent 'most conflicts 
between airspace users; however, excep- 
tions must be resolved on the^spot. The 
maneuver unit commander must establish 
priorities for the use of airspace\These 
serve as the guidelines for resolution of 
conflicts by the airspace coordinators and 
users. Initial priorities are published hq 

2-4 
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SOPs and operation orders with subse- 
quent changes disseminated as necessary. 
If a conflict cannot be resolved by 
established priorities, the commander will 
be advised of the conflict. The commander’s 
decision, which will vary with the mission, 
enemy capabilities, and support require- 
ments, will then be passed to the elements 
concerned. When time or circumstances do 
not permit SOP or command resolution of 
conflicts, conflict situations presenting 
immediate safetV hazards to friendly forces 
will be resolved\ by the coordinator/ 
controller detecting the conflict. 

b. A selected representative may be 
designated and given autnqrity to assign, 
airspace priorities for the commander. 

\ / 
c. The commander or his designated 

representative will approve use of airspace 
in support of preplanned operations.'s 

/ \ 
d. Subordinate unit commanders—as 

well as coordinators, controllers, and\ 
operators—will be given authority to make 
on-the-spot adjustments in/airspace opera- 
tions to preclude unnecessary hazards to 
friendly forces. / 

e. Control rules ai4d procedures, delin- 
eation of detailed/responsibilities, and 
communication instructions will be pro- 
vided in SOPs and operation plans and 
exercised in the/tield prior to hostilities. 

2-4. 

\ 

P OCEDURES 

Airspacé management and air traffic 
control must contribute to the overall 
objective-effective combat employment of 
thef joint force. To this end, procedures are 

esigned to specify airspace management 
and ATC procedures and to define the 

means for their accomplishment. Joint 
control and coordination procedures are 
discussed in chapter IV^FM 100-42. These 
procedures include thé establishment for 
use of— 

G Agreements. 

• Airspace restrictions. 

• Identification and recognition 
requirements. 
/ 

P• Coordination requirements. 

% Air traffic regulations. 

• Aircraft coordination procedures. 

% Indirect fire support coordination. 

G Coordinating altitudes. 

• Airspace restricted areas. 

G High density airspace control 
zone. 

' G Low-level transit routes. 

G Standard-use Army aircraft 
routesv 

Terminal control zone. 

\ 

2-5. AIRSPACE 
RESTRICTIONS 

\ 
a. Operational factors''may generate 

requirements for airspace restrictions to be 
applied to the use of segments ofvairspace 
within the area of operations to accommo- 
date specific operational requirementsöf 

2-5 
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component forces. The use of airspace 
restrictions must be minimized. The re- 
strictions will be evaluated on a case-by- 
case basis, be temporary in nature, and be 
limited in time and space. 

b. Commanderkwill inform the region/ 
area ACA of their (requirements for airspace 
restrictions. The irequest will include the 
time period during which the airspace 
restriction will apply \ The ACA will 
coordinate all requests iA consideration of 
the impact of such lairspace restrictions on 
other airspace users'. Airspace management 
liaison sections will continuously monitor 
the status of airspace restrictions and 
initiate action to delete them when the need 
for their establishment is terminated. 

c. The following will be precisely 
defined by the airspace control authority: 

• Horizont^ and vertical limits 
of airspace restrièted areas. 

j ® Effective ;imes. 

I • Procedure s for movemeno of 
j aircraft to and f -om adjoining/air- 

space. / 
• Procedure^ for coordination of 

flight information. ! 

• Dissemination of warnings 
involving flight safety hazards. 

d. When airspace Westricted areas or 
other restrictions have been authorized, the 
air traffic control/airspace control facility 
responsible for controlling the air traffic 
will coordinate instrument flight plans with 
the airspace management center (AMC) 
and with adjacent airspace control facili- 
ties. This facility will also provide separa- 
tion of all aircraft in IMG operating within 
or transiting the restricted operations area. 

e. For flight operations conducted in 
VMC over friendly territory solely within a 
designated airspace restricted area, the 
commander for whom the restriction was 
established /will determine when flight 
plans are required. A determination that 
flight plaris are not required does not 
relieve the appropriate ATC facility of the 
requirement to— 

Monitor movements of air- 
crait within the airspace restricted 
açéa. 

► Maintain a capability to clear 
ircraft from the area for air defense 

purposes. 

9 Provide information for rescue 
purposes. 

j 

2-6. AIRCRAFT 
IDENTIFICATION 

The air traffic identification requirements 
for airspace management must be com- 
jatible with air defense identification 
requirements. Identification of friendly 
aircraft by air defense means promotes — 

ffective airspace control. 

# Timely engagement of enemy 
aircraft. 

# Conservation of air defense 
resources. 

# Reduction ins. risk to friendly 
forces and facilities^ 

Monitoring air-movements qy electronic 
methods normally will provide the most 
rapid and reliable means of identification 
and will facilitate flexibility of aircraft 
employment in an area of operations. 

2-6 
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Electronic identification"should, therefore, 
be usedjw-hen'livailable. However, when 

,one"bF a combination of factors preclude 
electronic monitoring and identification, 
visual or procedural means of identification 

Vwill be used. 

2-7\ AIRCRAFT 
COORDINATION 

a. To effèctively provide airspace man- 
agement in an area of operations, air traffic 
control/airspace\control facilities must 
have a capability 

• Air traffic èoordination and 
control. 

# Receipt and dissemination, bf 
information involving use of airspace. 

b. Coordination is required between 
facilities of the airspace /managemejit 
system and component Command and 
control element to prevent unnecessary 
disruption of other activities. 

c. The coordination of /information 
pertaining to component services, flight 
operations, air defense pperations, and 
indirect surface-to-surface fires that may 
create potential conflicts in the joint use of 
airspace normally will be accomplished at 
the lowest level. / 

✓ 
d. Both rotary wing and fixed wing 

aircraft havé a requirement to operate in 
the low ^and medium altitude structure. 
Coordipáting procedures are required to 
reducé interference between friendly air- 
craft operating in areas of intense activity, 
airspace control facility degradation, or 

/'excessive enemy jamming of communica- 
tions/radar while expediting safe, orderly, 
and effective combat employment of all 
aircraft. 

e. Remotely piloted vehicles (RPV) 
may also be employed in an area of 
operations. Each Service component is 
responsible for coordinating its RPV 
activities when they affect other airspace 
users. Flight data for RPV operations will 
be provided to appropriate airspace man- 

mgement facilities. 

2-7 
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CHAPTER 

ARMY AI 
MANAG: 

SPACE 
[ENT 

3-1. GENERAL 

a. Army airspace imanagement incor 
porates all Army personnel facilities, 
policies, and procedures involved irf air- 
space management. It must provide for the 
coordinated use of airspace by combat, 
combat support, and combat service sup- 
port units. Also, it must provide/for the 
effective use of airspace in suppoi 
corps and division assigned missi 

of the 

b. All Service cojmponentá have a 
requirement to operate in the low and 
medium altitude structures. Close liaison 
and coordination between /all Service 
components/commanders must be estab- 
lished to insure an unimpeded flow of 
essential information ccmceyning the use of 
airspace. 

c. The ground commanders (corps, 
division) require freedom of use of air- 
space immediately over their forces for 
maximum flexibility to employ organic 
aircraft and weapons whenever land forces 
are committed to combat. 

d. The functions listed below are the 
major components of airspace management 
in the combat zone that apply to the corps 
and division levels: 

• Coordination of the use/users 
of airspace. 

x • Integration of the use/users 
ofvair space. 

\ ! 

^ Regulation of the users of 
airspace^. 

\ 
0 Identification of the users of 

airspace. \ 

e. The corps/division air defense artil- 
lery (ADA) officer, aviation officer, Air 
Force liaison officer, fire support coordi- 
nator, and combat electronic warfare 
intelligence (CEWI) officer^along with the 
air traffic control ( ATC) liaison-officer, plan 
the above functions. The commander is 
responsible for airspace managemerîtNwithin 
his area of operations. The G 3 Air seryes 

3-1 
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as the management focal point for the 
implementation of the airspace manage- 
ment system. 

f 

f. These same functions apply to the 
brigade and battalion levels. The S3 Air 
serves as the management focal point for 
the implementation of the commanders 
airspace management system. 

g. Airspace management rules an 
procedures are establishec by airspace 
control authority (ACA) ani issued to all 
major subordinate units a: 
rules and procedures must 
nate units the degree of flex 
to support their operations 

fected. These 
allow subordi- 
bility required 

b. 

3-2. AIRSPACE 
MANAGEM 
FACILITIE 

a. Some of the/airspace management 
facilities available/are Air Force and some 
are Army; but they are all there to support 
the joint effdrt. Certainly, it is not 
imperative to'be extremely knowledgeable 
of all these/facilities. Brief descriptions of 
these facilities in appendix B give you 
additional sources of information not 
available at operational level. Some of the 
major/Army airspace management facili- 
tiesand elements employed are described in 
c:--re 3-1. 

The corps and division tactical 
operations centers are the command in- 
stallations where necessary personnel and 

\ 

+ ■v * Sir + 
■V + 

*■ 

■V -V 

■V 

■V 

-V 
■V 

■V 

Figure 3-1. Corps and division tactical operations centers. 
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communication facilities—are'^rouped to 
accomplish centralized combat and coordi- 
nation of tactical operations. They are 
formed from resources of the command as 
operating elements^ to accomplish timely 
staff actions on matters concerning tactical 
operations. They have* no fixed composi- 
tion, but normally include those elements 
and personnel considered^ necessary to 
perform recurring function^ and those 
elements that assist in coordinating all 
planned airspace management functions. 

c. The corps and division conunanders 
will establish within their tactical operation 
centers (TOC), an airspace management 
element (AME) under the staff supervision 
of the G3. The G3 Air should supervise the'' 
actual operations of the AME. Staffing of 
the AME will include, but not be limited 
to, the following: 

# ADA officer. 

# Aviation officer. 

# Air Force liaison officer. 

# Fire support coordinator^ 

# ATC liaison officer. 

# CEWI officer. 

d. At brigade/battalidh level no special 
staff element exists to perform AME 
functions. Consequenjtly, such functions 
must be performed' by existing staff 
personnel, supporting liaison/fire support 
representatives, and subordinate unit com- 
manders on a bv^exception basis. Airspace 
management functions are supervised by 
the S3 Air; and staffing at this level 
should conform to division staffing where 
possible. 

e. The~AM EMs a planning and manage- 
ment element with^imited information- 
handling capabilities. TheAMEdetermines 
how the commanders’ airspace require- 
ments can best be met. User activities and 
requirements differ between the division 
and corps rear area; and in this respect, the 

XME the functions of 
accordingly. y / 

will differ 

\ 

f. The AME/vill— 

• ’nirough the correlation of 
airspace-' management information, 
identify and resolve potential conflicts 
concerning the use of airspace. 

/ □ Develop and maintain the 
lirspace utilization map. 

□ Develop, maintain, and 
disseminate recommended low-level 
trànsit routes (LLTR). 

\ 
\ □ Maintain and disseminate 

the ififormation on all restricted 
operations areas (ROA), standard-use 
Army air routes, weapons-free zones, 
preplanned field artillery fires, air- 
mobile operations, major aviation 
operations, and forward arming and 
refueling point (FARP) locations. 

# Relay inforfriation concerning 
air defense warnings;- rules of engage- 
ment (weapons control status, hostile 
criteria). 

V 

# Monitor the status of air 
defense and aviation assets and advise 
the commander. v 

\ 

# Maintain and disseminate the 
status and location of navigational 
aids (NAVAID) and landing sites.' 
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# Coordinate and disseminate 
information concerning th!e establish- 
ment of coordinating altitudes and 
changes thereto. / ' 

# Disseminate information\con- 
ceming enemy air defense activit; 

# Coordinate requirements it 
airfield terminal control/zones. 

Je # Provide airspace management 
information relevant to development 
of air-movement plans, and insure 
that airlift requirements are included 
in airspace utilization annexes. 

# Coordinate /and disseminate 
LO uñe .rt. i and ADA procedures to be/ 
used by aviation /units for across 
front line of own troops (FLÇT) 
operations to /include 
procedures. / 

# Coordinate selective /Identifi- 
cation features/iqentificatiph, friend 
or foe (SIF/IFF) Procedures for Army 
aircraft to include the location of the 
SIF/IFF line. 

return 

/ 
• Dissemipate/to flight opera- 

tion centers (FC>CInflight coordination 
centers (FCC), and/ aviation units any 
grid matrix systems to be used to 
facilitate earlÿ/warning and short- 
range air defense (SHORAD) control. 

• Thes/AME will also provide 
the following information, as a mini- 
mum, to the FOC/FCC: 

□ Low-level transit routes 
and standard-use Army air routes. 

□ Requirements for navi- 
gational aids and terminal facilities. 

□ Restricted/äreas, weapons- 
free zones, air defense weapons con- 
trol status, and rules of engagement. 

□ Coprainating altitude. 

□ Field artillery and ADA 
fire unit location. 

/□ Aviation annex to opera- 
tion plans and orders. 

□ IFF/SIF codes. 

□ Instructions to broadcast 
- . r“- 

air warnings (e.g., friendly nuclear 
strikes, close air support strikes, sig- 

. nificant artillery concentrations). 

3-3. ECHELONS ABOVE 
CORPS (EAO/AIR FORCE 
INTERFACE 

Integration of RAC activities with the Air 
Force is achieved by an Army battle 
coordination element (BCE) for operations 
and intelligence located at the tactical air 
control center (TAC£). A TACC will 
normally be established in each air defense 
region or air defense area^vhen there are no 
regions. The BCE advise's the USAF on 
matters such as command and control, 
electronic warfare (EW), close air support, 
airlift, airspace managementAsuppression 
of enemy air defense (SEAD),\and inter- 
diction target coordination. Th A organiza- 
tion of the BCE (fig 3-2) allows for Army 
representatives to be located in thè^ combat 
plans, combat operation fusion divisions, 
and those intelligence divisions of the 
combat intelligence center (CIC) in the 
TACC. 
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Figure 3-2. The BCE coordinates Army activities with the USAF. 

3-4. BATTLE / 
COORDINATION / 
ELEMENT 

a. The BCE enhánces iiiformation ex- 
chEinge and interprets land operations for 
the benefit of the Air/Force component 
commander. The BCE; will be augmented 
as necessary with personnel from the senior 
Army headquarter^ in the region or area 
when no regions exist. All augmentées 
become members of the BCE and operate 
under the supervision of the senior officer 
of the BCE/Additionally, an ADA liaison 
team frorn the senior ADA command 
within the region or area should normally 
be located at the TACC. Air defense 
artillery and Air Force operations are 
coordinated to prevent mutual interference, 

\to exchange intelligence information, and 
to insure the safety of friendly aircraft from 
ADA fires. 

3-5. AIRSPACE 
MANAGEMENT 
LIAISON SECTION 
(AMLS)X 

The process of coordinating corps airspace 
activities with other Service components 
involved will be accomplished through the 
airspace management liaison section. The 
AMLS personnel act as the corps com- 
mander’s representatives responsible for 
the coordination and integration-^of Army 
airspace-user requirements with those of 
other Service components. An AMLS 
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(normally two aviation officers and two 
ADA NCOs) from each corps will be 
provided to the EAC where the coordina- 
tion, integration, and consolidation of 
information concerning Army airspace 
requirements will be accomplished prior to 
forwarding this, information to the BCE at 
the TACC. In thqse cases where the corps 
is the senior J^rtqy headquarters, the 
AMLS serves as an\augmentation to the 
BCE. AMLS personnel\will— 

a. Provide other Service components 
with information concerning Army airspace 
requirements (e.g., restrictemareas, coordi- 
nating altitudes, airmobile assaults, signif- 
icant artillery concentrations, air defense 
weapons-free zones). 

b. Inform the appropriate 
ment of other Service operations tha 
affect ground operations. 

c. Arrange for standard use Army 
aircraft routes in the rear operations area. 
The corps airspace management element 
(CAME) will deternjine corps requirements 
for such routes. 

d. Arrange/for the integration of Army 
air traffic control facilities with tactical air 
control system elements. 

e. Provide Army recommended low- 
level transit routes to the tactical air 
control and reporting center (CRC). 

4. ARMY AIR TRAFFIC 

CONTROL FACILITIES 

a. A network of flight operations 
centers, flight coordination centers, ap- 
proach/departure control facilities, airfield 

Army 
m 

■v + 

+ 
V- + 

■V -v 

■V 

\ 
-V 

■V 

V- 
+ 

+ 

Figure 3-3. Army air traffic control facilities 
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control towers, and navigational aids is 
provided throughout the area of operations 
for the control and coordination of Army 
air traffic. The airspace\ management 
section of the BCE at the \Air Force’s 
tactical air control center and. the ATC 
personnel at the CRC coordinate\the inte- 
gration of Army air traffic control facilities 
with other service component control 
facilities. Coordination of Army air traffic 
with other service component air traffic 
and integration of Army air traffic into afad 
out of corps and division areas normally ar 
accomplished by these Army ATC facil-^ 
ities. These facilities provide the required 
Army en route and terminal ATC services. 

b. Army ATC facilities will be inte- 
grated with Air Force ATC facilities to the 
degree possible to avoid duplication and to 
make maximum use of the ATC capabilities 

of both services. The airspace control 
authority will prescribe the degree of 
facility integration based on requirements 
and equipment availability. 

y 
3-7. FLIGHT OPERATIONS 

CENTER 

a. The FOC^iscollocated with, or elec- 
tronically connected to, the Air Force CRC. 
One FOC ití'aeployed in the corps area of 

v operation and serves as the primary 
iterfaée with the CRC in the control of 

Anafy air traffic when this traffic comes 
•ter the purview of the FOC (fig 3-4). The 

/Air\Force is responsible for providing 
communications from the FOC to the CRC. 

rroc) 

Figure 3-4. FOC interface. 
\ 
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Figure 3-5. Army afr defensevacuities. 

b. Additional information on the orgay 
nization, deployment, mission, and func- 
tion of Army ATC facilities is provide 
chapter 4. 

c. Army air defense fire unit/ (fig 3-5) 
are controlled from command/posts (CP) 
established at Army air defense brigade 
and battalion levels. The fire direction 
centers (FDC) coordinating the fire of 
Hawk and Hercules fim'units are supported 
by local radars an<y semiautomatic com- 
mand and control^ystems which are tied to 
the CRC or the control and reporting post 
(CRP) of tiysector. Chaparral/Vulcan 
FDCs are znanual and depend on voice 
commumeations and procedural methods 
for coritrol. FDCs are key air defense 
control facilities in the corps rear and 

division areasVThey become integral parts 
of the airspaces management system by 
virtue of their inçlusion in the area air 
defense system. 

d. Additional infonnation on the mis- 
sion, functions, and deployment of Army 
Air Defense Command Joosts (AADCP) 
may be found in FM 44-1. 

e. Air defense artillery fnres are con- 
trolled by air defense rules and\procedures 
established by the area air defënse com- 
mander (AADC). These fires are Controlled 
to- \ 

• Insure efficient 
of hostile aircraft. 

\ 
\ 

engagement 
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# Prevent 
friendly aircraft. 

engagement of 

lart # Prevent air defense /Artillery 
and aviation mission interfere] ice. 

# Prevent incidents priqr to an 
outbreak of hostilities. 

FM 44-1 contains a discussion \of the 
control of air defense fires. Air deferise unit 
command posts and the force G2/S2xhave 
the basic responsibility for disseminàting 
information regarding hostile aerial 
activity. / 
3-8. FIRE SUPPORT / \ 

./ 
/ 

a. Field artillery support plans, firing 
battery locations, and significant intensi- 
ties of fire are provided to the division air- 
space management elepaent (DAME) by 
the fire support element. Since the in- 
tensity, duration, anti location of indirect 
fire support are tied ¿o the tactical situation 
and are not generally predictable, reports 
at division level -of detailed artillery fires 
are not timely or'usable. 

/ 

b. At bri^ade/battalion levels, com- 
mander, S3>^ubordinate unit commanders, 
fire support coordinator, S3 Air, and tactical 
air control party coordinate to the extent 
practicable to preclude airspace conflicts 
between indirect fires and aircraft operations. 

3-9. COMMUNICATIONS 

a. SuccessM/functioning of airspace 
management afid air traffic control requires 

complete, reliable, and .compatible com- 
munication networks/io insure uninter- 
rupted flow of near/real-time information. 
They should include common-user, prior- 
ity, sole-user,^nd voice circuits. Maximum 
use should ybe made of radar or other 
electronic/means for identification and 
ATC spivices. When radar control is not 
possible or practicable—normally in the 
tactical operations area—identification and 

^control will be accomplished by procedural 
/ methods. Standing operating procedures 

(SOP) and operation plans and orders 
prescribe normal communications^ 
electronics support for airspace manage- 
ment and ATC operations. Communication 
means are integrated into a wide'network 

, to provide airspace management for Army 
\ and Air Force aircraft, air defense, and 

^indirect fire means. Electronic assets 
Organic to air defense éléments may be used 
to\support airspace/management and air 
traffic control operations. 

\ 
\ 

b./Basic communications-electronics 
doctrine is contained in FM 11-50, FM 
'1-92, and FM 24-1. Airspace management 

''communication', requirements are met by 
use of the communication means available 
and, when practicable, by habitual colloca- 
tion of airspace management and control 
facilities. Appendix D describes the Army 
air traffic contrtol,\ aviation, and air 
defense radio nets used'in the management 
of airspace at the division level. Air traffic 
control command and control as well as 
operational communications requirements 
are met with organic and\ area signal 
systems. Additional information concern- 
ing air traffic control communications 
requirements are outlined in appendix D. 
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3-10. ELECTRONIC WARFARE 

Aircraft nsfingation systems, air-to- 
ground missileXguidance systems, and 
communication ahd noncommunication 
emitters are lucrative targets for electronic 
warfare. Airspace management planning 
must consider the applicationNaf electronic 
countermeasures, such as jamrhing and 
deception, to reduce the effectiveness of 
enemy surveillance and fire control equip- 
ment and electronic counter- 
countermeasures (to include antenna relo- 
cation and operating emitters at low power) 
to degrade enemy electronic warfare activi- 

ties. (For detailed actions, see FM (C) 
32-20.) Resources for EW support measures 
can be used to provide positive identifica- 
tion and location of enemy emitters and 
units. Of primary importance to airspace 
management is the requirement for close 
coordination between J air and ground 
elements to insure that electronic 
countermeasure operations — particularly 
jamming—do not/interfere with the Army 
airspace management system. Each ATC 
facility will prepare vulnerability graphs in 
accordanceywith TB 380-6-6 (S). These 

raphs assist the commander in his 
battlefield survivability under EW 
conditions. 
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CHAPTER 

ARMY AIR TRAFFIC 
CONTROL (ATC) 

4-1. GENERAL 

a. Army ATC is a service provided 
within the communications zone (COMMZ) 
or the combat zone to contribute to the 
maximization of combat effectiveness by 
promoting the safe, efficient, and flexible 
use of controlled airspace. In this context, 
ATC is one of the four tasks of airspace 
management. The four basic and indivis- 
ible tasks of airspace management are 
shown in figure 4-1. 

AIR 
TRAFFIC 
CONTROL 

TACTICAL 
,SE MISSION 

X \C0NTR0L FIRE X. À 
' SUPPORT JË 
COORDINATION 

AIR 
DEFENSE 

Figure 4-1. 
Airspace management—the whole pie. 

b. Army ATC may be either positive, 
procedural, or a combination of both, 
depending on tactical needs and/or system 
capabilities. 

4-2. RESPONSIBILITIES 

Army air traffic control unit commands are 
responsible for providing ATC services and 
coordinating ATC functions in their as- 
signed area of operations. These responsi- 
bilities are also defined in chapter 2. 

4-3. ORGANIZATION 

Army ATC units in a theater of operations 
are organized under an ATC group head- 
quarters. The ATC group and its subordi- 
nate battalions are not structured units 
(i.e., structured with composite battalions 
with lettered companies). They are task- 
organized in order to provide a flexible 
means by which they can be force 
structured to support various-sized US 
Army combat forces in a theater of oper- 
ations or when these forces are deployed 
as a separate task force. 
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4-4. ATC GROUP 
ORGANIZATION 
AND DEPLOYMENT 

a. Army ATC units which are the 
building blocks used to organize an ATC 
group are as follows: 

' i 

• TOE 1-222H, Headquarters | 
and Headquarters Detachment, ATC ! 
Group. 

• TOE 1-223H, Air Traffic Con- 
trol Company (COMMZ). 

• TOE 1-226H, Headquarters 
and Headquarters Detachment, ATC 
Battalion (Corps). | 

Ä Tni? 1-997W A,\. TVof«,. I V/ -■—< XAA X A 1XXXXW V/\SAA “ | 

trolCompany (Forward). I 
..  ..J 

b. When a US corps headquarters and 
its aviation assets are deployed between 
the Continental United States (CONUS) 
and overseas theater of operation, the ATC 
platoon, which supports corps aviation 
operations, will deploy with it. When a US 
division and its aviation assets are trans- 
ferred between CONUS and overseas 
theater or is cross assigned or attached be- 
tween corps or task forces, the ATC 
platoon supporting that division normally 
deploys with it. In both of the above cases, 
the ATC unit redeployed will be reassigned 
or attached to the appropriate headquar- 
ters of the ATC unit in the new area of 
operations. 

c. A typical scheme for operational 
deployment of these units is shown in 
figure 4-2. 

 i I » 

HMD 

1ST ATC GP 
TOE 1-222 

10TH ATC CO 
(COMMZ) 
TOE 1-223 

ATC PIT 

OOOO 

Assigned to theater commu- 
nications command-Army 
(TCC-A, TOE 11-302) 

Provides terminal ATC ser- 
vices at up to four Army air- 
field/heliports located in the 
communications zone 
(COMMZ). Each ATC platoon 
supports two Army instru- 
mented airfields/heliports. 

Figure 4-2. Typical scheme for operational deployment. 
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XXX 

COMMZ 

CORPS 

 LU  
HHD 

100TH ATC BN 
(CORPS) 
TOE 1-226 

200TH ATC CO 
(FWD) 

TOE 1-227 

ATC PLT 

300TH ATC CO 
(FWD) 

TOE 1-227 

♦NOTE 

Assigned to ATC group, one 
ATC battalion is placed in 
direct support of each US 
corps in the theater of opera- 
tions or a separate task force. 

Normally, two ATC compa- 
nies (forward) are assigned to 
an ATC battalion. One ATC 
company is located in the 
corps rear area. It is normally 
organized with three ATC 
platoons. Each ATC platoon 
supports one corps instru- 
mented airfield/heliport. The 
three platoons also provide 
ATC en route services in the 
corps rear area. 

The other ATC company is 
organized with sufficient ATC 
platoons to deploy one ATC 
platoon to support each of the 
divisions assigned to the 
corps. Due to the command 
and control limitations, 
normally no more than five 
ATC platoons will be assigned 
to this ATC company. 

'NOTE: Additional ATC company headquarters and platoons are assigned or attached to the ATC battalion when 
more than five divisions are assigned to a corps. Missions and functions of ATC units are contained in appendix C. 

Figure 4-2. Continued. 
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XX 
CORPS 

DIVISION 

 i 

ATC PLT 

Figure 4-2. 

4-5. PATHFINDERS 
Army pathfinder elements provide navi- 
gational assistance and aircraft control/ 
advisory services, as necessary, during any 
phase of an operation that requires 
sustained employment of Army aircraft. 
Pathfinder personnel are normally used to 
select, improve, mark, and control 
landing/pickup/drop zones. They may also 

Each ATC platoon can sup- 
port up to two division instru- 
mented landing sites. Each 
platoon also provides ATC en 
route service in the division 
rear area. 

Continued. 

operate at forward helipads. The pathfinder 
facility maintains communications with 
aircraft and fire support units, as neces- 
sary, for control and coordination in the 
landing/pickup/drop zone area. Unit' ter- 
minal guidance personnel may perform 
similar functions. Pathfinder elements are 
organic to corps and division aviation unit 
table(s) of organization and equipment 
(TOE). 
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CHAPTER 

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 

5-1. GENERAL 

Aircraft movements within an area of 
operation may be conducted under visual 
flight or in an environment requiring 
instrument flight, depending on— 

I 0 The mission requirements. 

1 #The weather and visibility situa- 
tion. 

I # The facilities available. 

Instrument flight forward of the brigade 
rear boundary will be the exception, rather 
than the rule. Combat missions normally 
will not be conducted under instrument 
meteorological conditions (IMC). Enemy 
threat considerations dictate the altitude 
levels at which Army aircraft will operate. 

52. ENEMY THREAT 

In the forward areas, enemy surveillance 
radar and air defense weapons capabilities 
will require Army aircraft to use terrain 
flying techniques. Aviators must take 
advantage of concealment afforded by 
terrain, vegetation, and man-made fea- 
tures. In rear areas, aircraft operations 

may be conducted at higher flight levels, 
depending on the threat. However, whether 
in a forward or rear area, aviators must 
always take advantage of available terrain 
masking for cover and concealment to 
prevent observation or detection of the 
aircraft and its point of departure and 
landing. 

5-3. THREAT PRORLE 

a. Figure 5-1 shows an example of how 
the air defense threat will appear on the 
modem battlefield. The illustration graph- 
ically shows the relationship of tactical 
flight in rear areas to tactical flight in the 
forward areas. As the aviator flies toward 
the front line of own troops (FLOT), he 
must lower the flight altitude to remain 
below the air defense threat. He may be 
able to use standard instrument rules and 
procedures, if necessary, in rear areas. In 
the rear areas, the effective range of enemy 
air defense missile and other weapons do 
not pose as large a threat. 

b. The aviator must constantly be alert 
to the threat of possible communications 
jamming and monitoring throughout the 
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battle area. Nearer the FLOT, he will be 
within the range of the enemy early 
warning and tracking radar. It is important 
for the aviator to be aware that he can be 
within this radar range even though he is 
still outside the effective range of the 
enemy air defense missiles and other 
weapons. Although he may be beyond the 
range of ground-based weapons, he may be 
engaged by enemy aircraft. The aviator 
may still be able to fly at higher altitudes or 
use standard instrument flight procedures 
in this area, but should be transitioning to 
the lower flight altitudes associated with 
terrain flight and tactical instrument 
flight. 

c. As the aviator continues to move 
toward the FLOT, he will come within the 
effective range of the air defense weapons. 
At this point, he must always remain low 

enough to avoid acquisition by the early 
warning and tracking radar. In doing so, he 
must reduce the flight altitude to a level 
below the enemy threat, yet high enough to 
provide a safe clearance of terrain obsta- 
cles. Naturally, as the aviator flies toward 
the FLOT, the capability of enemy radar to 
acquire and track him will continue to 
increase. The aviator must continue to 
adjust his altitude and flight route accord- 
ingly to remain below this threat or to be 
masked by the terrain. 

d. In the area forward of the division 
rear boundary, it is highly unlikely that 
standard instrument rules and procedures 
will prevail. Consequently, different tech- 
niques will be necessary to operate under 
IMC. To enhance the all-weather capability 
of Army aviation, the concept of tactical 
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Figure 5-1. Air defense threat profile. 
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instrument flight is proposed as an option 
to operating when the mission is essential 
and weather conditions are not sufficient to 
allow visual flight. 

e. Tactical instrument flight is defined 
as flight under IMC in an area directly 
affected by the Threat. It is used as a 
means to complete assigned missions when 
ceiling or visibility conditions preclude 
visual flight. Tactical instrument flight 
operations and procedures are discussed in 
detail in FM 1-5. 

f. Air traffic control (ATC) personnel, 
as well as aircrews, must be integrated into 
tactical instrument flight training. Units 
must incorporate tactical instrument func- 
tions into their everyday missions. Train- 
ing practices that can be used on a routine 
basis are— 

# Flying at lower altitudes. 

# Minimal dependence on avail- 
able navigation and communications 
equipment. 

# Detailed premission planning. 

# Postmission debriefing. 

g. The point is that “tactical instru- 
ment flight is an option.” Its use will 
depend on the air defense artillery (ADA) 
threat and mission requirements. In the 
final analysis, the option selected may be a 
combination of all methods. 

5-4. ARMY AIR TRAFFIC 
OPERATIONS 

a. The procedures employed in per- 
forming air traffic identification and con- 
trol functions will vary from the surveil- 

lance and advisory—only aspects of a 
monitoring service to one of positive air 
traffic separation provided under the 
concept of positive control. Recognizing 
that positive control of all traffic in an area 
of operations is not possible, the objective 
of the airspace control system is to provide 
(as a minimum) flight-following service to 
all flights conducted in instrument condi- 
tions and to those flights conducted in 
visual flight conditions that will cross an 
airspace control boundary either inbound 
or outbound. Flight-followijig is a service 
provided by an ATC facility in which the en 
route progress and/or flight termination of 
an aircraft is determined by use of aircraft 
position reporting procedures. The service 
includes relaying to aircraft, when re- 
quested, information affecting a flight such 
as weather conditions and warnings to 
aircraft. An airspace control boundary 
defines the lateral limits of an airspace 
control area, airspace control sector, air- 
space restriction, or high density airspace 
control zone. (See FM 100-42 for additional 
information about a high density airspace 
control zone.) The airspace. control au- 
thority (ACA) will establish the criteria by 
which aircraft will operate under instru- 
ment or visuell flight rules, depending on 
mission requirements and system capabil- 
ity. Division assigned/attached aircraft 
operating under visual meteorological con- 
ditions (VMC) within the division area 
normally will not be required to file flight 
plans. When air operations are conducted 
in VMC, responsibility for air traffic 
separation is vested in the aircrews. 
Monitoring service and/or navigational 
assistance should be obtained from an 
appropriate ATC facility, when available. 

(1) All air traffic operating in the 
corps and division under IMC will be 
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provided ATC service and, to the maxi- 
mum extent feasible, positive radar con- 
trol. Positive separation of traffic is 
dependent on knowledge in the airspace 
management center of all movement oper- 
ating under like conditions; therefore, 
authority for all instrument flights will he 
issued by the airspace control authority. 
Coordinated tactical clearance procedures 
(fragmentary orders, etc.) normally will be 
used, and separation of aircraft will be 
effected through ATC facilities. 

(2) When IMC prevails and tactical 
operations of an emergency nature must be 
conducted on an immediate basis, the ATC 
capabilities of terminal radar facilities may 
be used, when available, to provide traffic 
Separation until such tuns ss control may 
be coordinated with and assumed by 
another airspace control facility. The 
airspace control authority will be notified of 
such operations by the most expeditious 
means available. 

(3) Helicopters are exempt from 
filing flight plans when flying fragmentary 
operation order missions, scrambled for an 
immediate support mission, or when as- 
signed an emergency support mission. In 
these cases, the following clearance proce- 
dures apply: 

• A fragmentary order is 
considered a flight plan, and clearance 

: will be provided. 
; # The authority ordering a 

scramble will notify the appropriate 
ATC element. 

# If a mission is ordered 
from a location where an ATC facility 
is not available, the pilot will contact 
an appropriate ATC facility as soon as 
practical after becoming airborne. 

(4) Army ATC facilities provide 
continuous ATC service in the rear oper- 
ations area. They also provide emergency 
and routine weather and air-warning 
information to aircraft in flight. The Air 
Force airspace management liaison section 
(AMLS) at the control and reporting center 
(CRC) coordinates the integration of Army 
ATC facilities with other Service compo- 
nent ATC facilities. Integration of Army 
air traffic into and out of the division areas 
is accomplished through the appropriate 
Army ATC facility. Thus, these facilities 
provide the interface for integrating and 
controlling Army air traffic in the rear 
operations area. 

(5) The Army ATC company (for- 
ward) will establish a flight operations 
center (FOC) and one or more flight 
coordination centers (FCC) in the rear 
operations area for the control of Army 
aircraft. FCCs organic to the Army ATC 
company (forward) are established to 
extend the communication capabilities of 
the FOC. They normally serve as com- 
munication links between the FOC and the 
ATC terminal facilities at Army landing 
sites. The FOC and FCCs are located, as 
necessary, to provide coverage for aircraft 
operating in the rear operations area. 
Aircraft moving between the rear oper- 
ations area and the tactical operations area 
will be handed over to or received from 
FCCs providing support to the tactical 
operations area. The FOC is collocated 
with —or electronically connected to—the 
Air Force control and reporting center. An 
FCC may resume the role of the FOC if 
the FOC is rendered inoperative or is 
displacing. 

(6) In addition to FCCs in the rear 
operations area, there normally will be at 
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least one FCC designated to provide ATC 
service support for each division. The FCC 
serves as the primary ATC facility for 
Army air traffic control in the tactical 
operations area. It is usually located to 
permit optimum air-ground communica- 
tions and to provide a radio communica- 
tions link between the terminal facilities of 
the division airfields, other airfields located 
nearby, the division tactical operations 
center, and the FOC. The FCC will 
establish liaison with the ADA tactical 
operations center (TOC). The ADA unit’s 
radars, with real-time input from the 
associated fire units, can provide increased 
low altitude radar coverage over the 
division and forward of the FLOT to the 
FCC by voice and data links through the 
ADA TOC. FCC liaison with the ADA 
TOC provides a link between Army air 
defense, Army aviation, and Air Force 
systems. However, the air defense mission 
will remain the first priority for the ADA 
unit should a conflict occur. The ADA 
TOC/FCC will provide certain airspace 
management service to aircraft operating 
in and forward of the division area on an as- 
required or emergency basis. The following 
are options that may be selected in siting 
the division FCC in relation to the ADA 
TOC in order to maximize service to 
aircraft: 

# Collocate the FCC with 
the ADA TOC. 

# Electronically connect 
the FCC with the ADA TOC. 

# The FCC may interface 
with either a divisional or nondivi- 
sional ADA unit. 

(7) The division FCC is responsible 
for providing ATC service for Army 

aircraft within the division area and serves 
as a point of access into the airspace 
management system. 

b. Employment of Army aviation in the 
brigade area may require terrain flying 
techniques under control of the brigade. 
Aviation unit operations will provide 
advanced entry information briefings to 
include the supported unit’s tactical situ- 
ation to crews entering the brigade area. 
The supported unit (brigade/battalion) 
must be provided advanced information on 
arrival time and place of entry of Army and 
other Service supporting aircraft entering 
the respective area to provide support. 
Army aircraft operating in the brigade and 
battalion areas are routinely controlled 
through the chain of command. The degree 
of control necessary to prevent interference 
will depend largely on the intensity of 
combat activity. Commanders communi- 
cate directly with Army aviators to 
accomplish tasking and to coordinate 
tactics and techniques. 

c. The following descriptions are exam- 
ples of airspace management and ATC 
operations of units in a typical defense 
posture as depicted in figure 5-2. They are 
not intended to be “school solutions,” but 
are intended to bring together systems 
described in earlier chapters. 

d. Consider yourself with an assault 
support helicopter company participating 
in a resupply mission to a unit located in 
the cover force area (CFA). We really need 
not be specific about the unit mission 
because the point here is to describe how 
the air traffic management system contrib- 
utes to the mission accomplishment. Since 
Army aviation pays the highest dividends 
when tactical operations are fast-moving or 
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Figure 5-2. Typical defense posture. 

changing, we want an ATC system that 
allows them to be just that—/ost-mouing 
and responsive. The system we shall depict 
is one that follows these basic principles. 

• Minimize controls and restric- 
tions . 

• Issue requested in-flight ad- 
visories. 

% Minimize communications and 
reporting requirements. 

e. Now for a question always asked: 
“What about the aircraft belonging to 
other units in the CFA, and will there be 
controls insuring separation, location, 
identification, etc.?” The only Army 
aircraft working the airspace in the CFA 
will belong to the covering force or be 

operational controlled (OPCON) to it. 
Remember, the airspace manager up there 
is the maneuver commander—the covering 
force commander. 

(1) He knows who's supposed to be 
out there, where they are, and what they're 
doing. His staff has taken particular care to 
make sure air and land briefings include all 
those items necessary to preclude any 
problems. 

(2) “OK, that sounds fairly real- 
istic, but what about the Air Force?” 
Through mission briefings, the Air Force is 
kept abreast of the covering force mission. 
Additionally, information is passed back 
through any one of the various agencies 
described in appendix B. Further, the 
airspace control authority has established a 
coordinating altitude. 
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f. Coordinating altitudes designated 
by the ACA are to reduce conflict between 
rotary wing and fixed wing aircraft. 
Therefore, this measure should help elimi- 
nate the possibility of surprise meetings. 
However, “see-and-be-seen” during VMC 
will be the prevailing aid in avoiding 
conflict. 

(1) “So far so good, but are we 
going to need to talk to each other and give 
position reports? Is someone going to make 
us report checkpoints A,B,C, . . .?’’ 

(2) First of all, radio traffic is going 
to have to be kept to an absolute minimum. 
To keep from giving away your location 
and what your mission is, the commander 
is most likely to have only a checkout and 
a check-in procedure. After that, it will be 
intraflight communication only. That, too, 
should be reduced because casual chatter 
on the radio between aircraft could give 
the Threat a good fix on your flight. 

(3) As far as communication be- 
tween other flights is concerned—that too 
is doubtful. It would be nice to know their 
status, but nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight 

may negate the line-of-sight necessary for 
radio communication. 

(4) Conducting operations in this 
area is going to be a situation of “seeing 
and being seen” to prevent meshing rotor 
blades with an aircraft on another mission. 

g. We could complicate this assault 
support helicopter unit’s mission by adding 
a little weather, instrument meteorological 
conditions (IMC). What do we do now? Is 
this where the controls are going to appear? 
Well, if the mission briefing covered 
weather—and we expect it did—you should 
know what to expect and plan accordingly. 
However, inadvertent IMC is always a 
possibility—so what then? Inadvertent 
IMC procedures followed by tactical in- 
strument flight perhaps? 

h. Airspace management procedures in 
the main battle area (MBA) should not 
differ too dramatically from the CFA. 
Traffic will increase; but generally, it will 
be free-flowing and follow the parameters 
shown in figure 5-3. 

IN THE BRIGADE AREA 

NO 
REQUIREMENT 

TO FILE VISUAL FLIGHT 
RULES FLIGHT PLAN 

WITH THE FLIGHT 
COORDINATION 

CENTER 

! FORWARD ^ 
ATC TACTICAL 

TEAMS SUPPLY NAVAIDS, 
TERMINAL, OR ADVISORY 
, SERVICE t 

PILOTS 
AREUNDERTHE 

PROCEDURAL CONTROL 
OFTHE BRIGADE 

COMMANDER 

Figure 5-3. Airspace management parameters. 
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i. So what do we do now? We have the 
brigade commander of the maneuver units 
serving as the airspace manager. He will 
insure his airspace management personnel 
conform to the following guidelines: 

• Don’t overcontrol. 

® Obtain and disseminate 
coordinating altitude information. 

® Establish flight routes. 

• Broadcast requested adviso- 
ries—not routine. 

• Additionally, he will charge 
his pilots with the mission of “see- 
and-be-seen,” and they will keep his 
airspace management personnel and 
supported units advised of any in- 
flight changes that would affect the 
mission or interfere with other 
missions. 

• Finally, he will impress upon 
his subordinate maneuver command- 
ers and their staffs the importance of 
comprehensive pilot briefings. 

j. The concept of effective airspace 
management at the maneuver unit level is 
dependent on procedures that will work in a 
degraded command/control communica- 
tions environment. The key has to be a 
coordinated effort of maneuver command- 
ers, airspace management personnel, and 
pilots. Adherence to standing operating 
procedure (SOP) and realistic training will 
provide a smooth working organization. 

k. What about instrument (IMG) 
flight? Actually, the situation will improve 
slightly as we move away from the line-of- 
contact (LC). The threat will still be there, 
but perhaps not as intense as in the CFA. 

The options remain roughly the same under 
IMC in the MBA as existed in the CFA. 
Tactical instrument flight is the answer for 
aircraft operating under adverse weather 
conditions when the tactical situation 
requires the mission to be flown. 

l. Planned instrument flights improve 
considerably the farther back you fly. This 
is not to say planned instrument flights 
from the CFA could not be accomplished. 
That couldn’t be farther from the truth. 
However, the probability of such a planned 
flight increases the farther we fly to the 
rear area. 

m. Consider an assault helicopter leav- 
ing the brigade area and returning to the 
division landing site for any number of 
reasons. IMC prevails at its location. The 
pilot may file a composite visual flight 
rule/instrument flight rule (VFR/IFR) 
flight plan by land-line communications 
prior to departure, or conditions may 
require him to file an instrument flight 
clearance while airborne. The pilot receives 
his clearance from the FCC in the division 
rear and proceeds via his clearance route. 
As the aircraft proceeds to the rear, the 
FCC may assign a higher flight altitude as 
threat conditions permit, thus increasing 
the safety margin for obstacle clearance. At 
an appropriate transition point, the FCC 
will hand the assault helicopter over to the 
division landing site ground controlled 
approach (GCA) team, which is part of the 
ATC platoon supporting the division 
edrfield; and the pilot will initiate a GCA. 
Simple enough? We like to think so. 

n. In the division rear area, VMC 
flights continue under the basic guidelines 
and principles covered in the CFA and 
MBA. Again, it is coordination and 
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training that are going to make the 
difference. Even though the division rear is 
going to have more air traffic, it need not 
be a complicated myriad of procedures. The 
type ATC visualized in the division rear is 
described below. 

(1) Under instrument conditions— 
either planned or inadvertent—the services 
readily available increase significantly. 

(2) The ATC company (forward) 
will have one of its ATC platoons support- 
ing the division airfield. This platoon may 
be laid out in a configuration as shown in 
figure 5-4. Location of elements is depen- 
dent on the threat. As a matter of sound 
ATC, the elements will be tied in to the 
organic tactical teams also shown. 

(3) To show the transition to corps, 
let us extend the flight of the assault 
helicopter going to the division airfield. 
Instead of stopping at the division airfield, 
it proceeds past the division rear boundary 
heading for one of the corps airfields. At an 
appropriate transition point, the FCC in 
the division area will hand the assault 

helicopter over to the FCC in the corps rear 
area, will monitor its progress, and 
continue to provide services for the flight to 
its fined destination. It will then be handed 
over to the appropriate terminal approach 
control for approach clearance. 

(4) Army air traffic in the corps 
rear area is serviced by FCCs organic to an 
ATC unit. These facilities are in direct 
communication with the FOC which is 
collocated with the USAF CRC. When the 
FOC is physically separated from the CRC, 
the USAF will furnish communication for 
connecting the two facilities. The FOC will 
serve as the primary agency for en route 
control of Army air traffic and monitor the 
corps/division en route system. 

(5) Each FCC receives en route air 
traffic from, or hands over traffic to, 
adjacent FOCs and FCCs. The FCC issues 
weather reports on the basis of information 
provided by the corps weather teams. 
Constant communication must be main- 
tained between the FCC and the ADA TOC 
for coordination purposes. Although collo- 
cation of these facilities will assist in 

TOWER 

X X 

BRIGADES 

GCA 

FCC NDB 

NDB 

ATC PIT TAC TEAM 

Figure 5-4. ATC platoon. 
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communications, it also provides a lucra- 
tive target for enemy attack—a fact that 
should always be considered. 

(6) FCCs extend the communica- 
tions of the FOC. An FCC will assume the 
role of the FOC if the FOC is rendered 
inoperative or is being moved. An FCC in 
the corps area routinely will be assigned as 
the alternate FOC. 

(7) FCCs, whether operating in the 
corps area or in the division area, perform 
essentially the same function, only at 
different echelons, and they are provided 
with the same equipment. 

o. It would be nice to say that flight in 
uiic ^uipo icai wuuiu ue uiiicsuiiCLtiU tiö it 

is in the CFA or MBA. Remember, the 
airspace does not belong to one service, so 
we must abide by stated procedures. But 
are these procedures all that tough to 
comply with under VMC? No! Will flights 
at terrain flight altitudes be permitted? 
Sure they will. All that’s asked is to stay in 
contact with our own FOC and FCCs. 
What could be simpler? They will provide 
the necessary guidance and services to get 
us on our way, out of other traffic’s way, 
and to conform with established proce- 
dures. From time to time—still keeping 
“the Threat” in mind—you may have to 
come up to altitude to maintain communi- 
cations, but that’s not complicated. Addi- 
tionally, you still have that coordinating 
altitude which allows you to climb some- 
what without running into another aircraft. 

p. Instrument flight in the corps rear 
area may become similar to stateside 
instrument procedures; however, these 
procedures will not be any more difficult to 
adjust than those imposed by the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) in the 
United States. 

(1) To illustrate this concept, a 
flight is described below. The altitude in 
this description is used purely for sake of 
illustration. Current threat information 
should be consulted before any actual safe 
altitudes are established. 

(2) The following represents the 
progression of a helicopter flight from the 
corps support command (COSCOM) to a 
field location of a forward brigade. 

(3) After a flight plan is filed and 
an ATC flight clearance is received, the 
helicopter takes off, and communications 
are initiated with the FCC. Aircraft 
location and identification may be con- 
firmed by radar or identification, friend or 
foe (IFF) interrogator. The helicopter 
proceeds via the clearance route, using 
nondirectional beacons and other naviga- 
tional aids (NAVAID), and is monitored by 
radar. Although the clearance altitude will 
be provided to the pilot in mean sea level 
(MSL), obstacle clearance above ground 
level (AGL) is a primary concern to the 
aviator. By preplanning flight routes early, 
the interpolation of MSL flight information 
to AGL use is easily accomplished. As the 
helicopter approaches the division rear 
boundary, a predetermined transition point 
may be established at which the helicopter 
may be transitioned down to a lower 
altitude. Then it may be handed over to the 
FCC in the division area for further routing 
to the approach control facility serving the 
division main heliport or other intended 
destination. 

(4) The air traffic controller may 
assist the helicopter to execute a tactical 
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instrument approach at his destination. Or, 
if weather and terrain conditions permit, he 
may provide a GCA-monitored descent to 
visual flight conditions. This allows the 
helicopter to proceed visually into the 
forward brigade area using terrain flying 
techniques. The radar-monitored descent 
may be flown away from the FLOT as a 
deceptive measure, so as not to indicate the 
flight’s destination point to the enemy. 
Additionally, this procedure will eliminate 
unnecessary telltale approaches to the 
division main area, and it will lessen the 
enemy’s ability to fix it or to determine the 
helicopter's true destination. 

commanders and based upon the 
tactical situation. 

# Army aviation operations in 
the tactical operations area normally 
are conducted in a procedural control 
environment. 

# Army ATC facilities can 
provide flight-following service 
NAVAIDS, precision approach radar, 
advisory, and terminal service. 

(5) Since forward area units nor- 
mally will displace and relocate naviga- 
tion and letdown facilities frequently, 
aviators not intimately familiar with the 
local situation will often find it necessary to 
land at a facility in the division rear area to 
obtain information on the tactical situ- 
ation, the threat, and flight routes into the 
forward brigade area. 

• The corps FOC is the primary 
interface with the USAF system on 
matters concerning the coordination of 
Army aviation activities. 

# FCCs extend the range for the 
FOC and perform ATC en route 
services in their area of operational 
responsibility. 

q. In summary — 

tactical 
brigade 

The degree of ATC in the 
operations area (division/ 

area) is determined by the 

# The FCC coordinates emer- 
gency radar service for any aircraft in 
the division area with air defense and 
USAF. 
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CHAPTER 

O 

STABILITY OPERATIONS 

6-1 ARMY 
AIR TRAFFIC SUPPORT 
REQUIREMENTS 

Army air traffic activities in a stability 
operation are directly dependent upon the 
extent to which Army forces, particularly 
Army aviation forces, are committed to 
each operation. Although only the mini- 
mum air traffic elements required for 
mission accomplishment should be used, 
they must be sufficient to provide con- 
tinuous support during the frequent dis- 
placements that are necessary in stability 
operations. Also, in determining Army air 
traffic management requirements, consid- 
eration should be given to the physical 
configuration of the theater of operations 
which can differ more greatly from, and 
cause a greater requirement for, facilities 
than that encountered in more conventional 
operations. 

6-2. ALLIED FORCE 
OPERATIONS 

Where US Forces operate as part of a 
combined force containing military ele- 
ments of Allied Nations, the joint force 
commander will establish the basis for 
allocation of airspace authority to elements 
of the combined force. For those areas in 
which airspace management is conducted 
by participating Army forces, air traffic 
services will be provided by Army elements 
as discussed in chapters 3 and 5. 

6-3. HOST COUNTRY 
CONSIDERATIONS 

a. General. When US Forces are par- 
ticipants in military operations conducted 
in a host country, policies for the use of 
airspace by US Forces normally are 
developed through agreements between the 
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US Joint Force Commander and repre- 
sentatives of the host country government. 
These agreements may specify that all 
airspace over the host country will remain 
under control of the host country govern- 
ment, with operational control of certain 
airspace being delegated to the authority of 
the US Joint Force Commander. The host 
country may delegate other airspace areas 
to the authority of host country civil and 
military organizations, together with re- 
sponsibility for providing air traffic ser- 
vices for their areas. Thus, since several 
different organizations may become in- 
volved in air traffic activities, it is 
necessary that the facility established in 
each area be compatible with each of the 
other air traffic facilities operating in the 
host country. 

b. Host Country Aviation. Host coun- 
try civil and military aircraft flights in 
areas not delegated to US or other 
authority are conducted in accordance with 
air traffic procedures established by the 
host country organization concerned. 
Flights by these aircraft into airspace 
delegated to US military authority are 
regulated by air traffic procedures estab- 
lished for each area by the Service 
concerned in accordance with guidance 
from the joint force commander through 
the airspace control authority (ACA). 

c. Security. Military aircraft oper- 
ations habitually are oriented toward the 
use of security measures such as the 
controlled use of radios and lights. Civil 
aviation operations may be less oriented 
toward the use of such security measures. 
This could result in acquisition by the 
enemy of information for use in countering 
civil aviation operations, or for use against 
military installations and operations in the 

same or nearby areas. Adequate procedures 
must be established to insure that all 
military and civilian aircraft operating in 
the airspace that has been delegated to the 
responsibility of the joint force or compo- 
nent force commander will comply with 
existing security measures. 

6-4. ARMY AIR TRAFFIC 
CONSIDERATIONS 

a. Army air traffic control (ATC) 
procedures used in stability operations are 
those procedures established for con- 
ventional tactical operations, adjusted to 
meet the requirement of the environment 
in which the operations are being con- 
ducted. Regardless of the adjustments 
necessitated by the tactical environments, 
the Army air traffic management system 
will be based upon the general principles 
established in preceding chapters of this 
manual. 

b. Since the procedures used by the 
flight operations center (FOC) and flight 
coordination center (FCC) in controlling 
aircraft traffic generally are the same as 
those used in more conventional oper- 
ations, facilities of existing Army ATC 
units usually are adequate to establish and 
operate a system for stability operations. 
Facilities of the ATC unit may establish 
airways for use by air traffic between 
tactical areas of responsibility. These 
airways will be controlled by ATC facilities 
(FOC/FCC) supporting the force occupy- 
ing each area. 

c. For aircraft operating in areas 
adjoining a tactical area of responsibility, 
the responsible air traffic facility may 
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provide a flight-following service. This 
service is to — 

'   1 

# Provide a record of the gen- | 
eral area in which specific aircraft are | 
operating. j 

# Provide the time at which ¡ 
voice radio reports are to be made to ; 
the facility for use as a baáis for 
alerting search and rescue elements, ( 

when necessary. J 
i 

# Provide information to air- ! 
crews regarding friendly or enemy | 
operations which may affect the 
flights. I 

6-5. OTHER 
CONSIDERATIONS 

a. The poor road networks and rugged 
terrain often associated with stability 
operations increase the requirement for 
Army aviation support of land combat 

forces. Where land forces are located in 
scattered positions throughout the combat 
zone, freedom of movement of Army 
aircraft transporting troops and materiel 
between these points must be maintained. 

b. Stability operations normally are 
characterized by a reduced air threat. This 
permits other service aircraft, which 
normally would be used to counter the 
enemy air threat, to be used to increase the 
close air support capability. The increased 
close air support capability, scattered areas 
of troop disposition, and increased re- 
quirement for surface-to-surface fire sup- 
port necessitate the close coordination of all 
fire support activities of the participating 
services. Accordingly, the airspace man- 
agement elements of the tactical operations 
center may be required to broaden their 
functions. They may need to become more 
involved in the minute-by-minute coordi- 
nation which is essential to this type of 
operation. Where road networks are in- 
adequate or not under the control of 
friendly forces, there will be increased 
dependence on aircraft for delivery of 
supplies and equipment. Thjs may require 
the establishment of special airways for the 
exclusive use of these aircraft. 
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APPENDIX 

AIRSPACE CONTROL SYSTElVï ORGANIZATION 
ANDVOMMUNICATIOîfS STRUCTURE 
Section I.\ AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES 

B-1. ORGANIZATION-GENERAL/ 
Simply stated, the airspace manager will be tne maneuver commander. His staff will keep 

him apprised of the battle situation and will/also provide the interface with other friendly 
airspace usfers. Not meant tov confuse you or to overcomplicate the interface issue is the 
diagram below. 

/ TACC 

TOC Corps ACC AMIS 

Art llery AWACS AME DASC 

I ABCCC 
AADCP CRC 

AMC AMLS 

TOC Division 

Artillery 
ATRC 

FOC 
AME 

TACP FCC / 
\AADCP 

OHawk) 

(ÇS) 

CRP 

FC 
TACP CP ElemerVt 

FAO FACP 
U_1 Direct 

Support 

Artillery 

C/V 

AADCP 

_ J ASRT 
CP TACP 

FAC FAAR 
4 2- 

Inch 

Mortar 
LEGE 

Redeye / 

I 
Y 

C/V 

Team 

Command. OPCON. 

- —   .\jaison, continuous communication. 
— x —-x ï — [)]^ital data link when equipment is provided. 

I ~] Air'pb^ce activities. 

Army activities. 

NOTE: Organizational structure shown represents Army-Air Force relationships with one corps deployed^ Modification 
will be required for multi-corps operations. 

Figure B-1. Airspace control system organization and communications structure. 
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B-2. TACTICAL AIR CONTROL CENTER (TACC) 

The TACC is dedicated and operationally responsive to the Air Force Component 
Commander/Commander, Air Forces (AFCC/COMAFFOR) for airspace control, ground 
tactical sensor surveillance, air support coordination and control, and air strike coordination 
and control. Through the TACC the AFCC/COMAFFOR nermits decentralized execution 
of air missions by subordinate tactical elements to promote mission effectiveness and to 
enhance responsiveness. 

- / 
A > 

t i jéti 

itN i i T i i 

A 
I 

Figure B-2. TAÇC's transportable operations central (TSQ-92) 

BS * 
*n 

Figure B-3. Inside view of typical TACC in action. 
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B-3. AIRSPACE CONTROL CENTER (ACCL 

The ACC is the element within the TACC througl 
integrates the use of airspace in a combat zone. 

'which the ACC coordinates and 

AIRBORNE WARNING AND/CONTROL SYSTEM (AWACS) 

Tne^WACS is an airborne radar platform7capable of providing all altitude surveillance, 
warningNand aircraft control. AWACS operation will vary depending on the nature of the 
threat anothe tactical missions being cofiducted. In locations where a ground tactical air 
control systemJTACS) is present, AWÁCS will augment and/or extend the range of the 
control and reporting center (CRC). In xhe absence of ground TACS elements, the AWACS 
can operate independently to provid/ radar surveillance and airspace control in a combat 
zone as directed by tlm\^.FCC/CO]^AFFOR. 

Vl/Wv B-5. AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT SECTION (AMS) OFTHE 
BATTLE COORDnM^TION ELEMENT (BCE) 

The AMS, a part of the BCE, located at the tactical air control center provides the 
airspace control authority (^ACA) an agency for planning, coordinating, and integrating 
activities related to airspace management. Araay representation to the AMS at the BCE 
normally will be provided/by the senior ArmyNmmmander. Corps representatives to the 
airspace management liaison section (AMLS) at 'tjie senior Army headquarters normally 
will be provided by the Appropriate corps commanders from aviation air traffic control 
(ATC) and air defense staff elements. Personnel selected to staff the AMLS must be 
intimately familmr with the airspace users’ systems and requirements. 

/ ' 

B-6. CONT pot AND REPORTING CENTER (CRC! 

The CRC is anjelement of the tactical air control system. It conducts radar-control and 
warning operations within its area of responsibility. The CRC supervises the activities of 
subordinate radar!units and collects, displays, evaluates, and disseminates information on 
air activities throughout the system. The CRC provides defensive and offensive mission 
control, navigational and air rescue assistance for friendly aircraft, and threat warning for 
friendly forces. Also the CRC provides the means for air traffic regulation and identi- 
fication, and it is the primary airspace management agency in the airspace control 
area/sector. 
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Figure B-4. CRC déployé J i in field location 

it/i 

X 
Figurés. B-5. CRC's hardwall shelter, TSQ-91, 'with inflatable ceiling. 

B-7. AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT CENTER (AMC) 

The airspace management center is an element within the CRC. It î^nctions in response 
to airspace/air traffic requirements as an integral part of the area airspace control system. 
It is established to control, coordinate, regulate, and identify air traffic operating in an 
assigned airspace control area/sector. The airspace management center provides continuous 
cross-coordination, regulation, and integration of the component Services’ air operations in 
accordance with the coordinated rules and procedures established by the airspace control 
center. 

rated V 
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B-8. CONTROL AND REPORTING POST (CRP) 

The CRP Augments the CRC by extending radar surveillance and control capabilities. A 
CRP may assume the primary functions of a CRC (including the AMC functions) within its 
capabilities. The CRP functions as an airspace control facility in an airspace control center. 

/ 

MU* • ! 

Figure B-6. CRP emplpys the same TSQ-91 operations control as the CRC. 
\ 

/ 

B-9. FORWARD Alá CONTROl^POST (FACP) 
/ Ny 

The FACP is a subordinate facility of the CRC or CRP. It consists of lightweight 
surveillance and control radar to extend system cbyerage, fill gaps, and provide limited 
extension of control capability. The FACP functionsxas an airspace control facility in an 
airspace control sector. 

-i,— -— 

\ 

Figure B-7. FACP with AN/TPS-44 radar erected. 
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i ! 

Figure B-8. ÎÇACP va\is a mobile airspace control facility employed with CRC or CRP. 

B-10. AIRBORNE BATTLEFIELD COMMAND AND 

CONTROL CENTERSABC(^C) 

The ABCCC is an airborne command apd control element manned by a battle staff 
commander, aircraft and weapon cbntrollers, and operations, intelligence, and 
communications specialists. The ABCCC provides the capability for control of tactical air 
operations in forwardybattle areas, someti^/ne^beyond the range of the ground-based TACS 
elements. Its primary function is to serve as a direct extension of the TACC current 
operations division, but it can provide limited nopradar control of aircraft proceeding to and 
from designated target areas in the combat zone. 

AH: 

Figure B-9. ABCCC personnel inside EC-130E aircraft, coordinating an operation. 
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BU. Am SUPPORT RADAR TEAM (AS^ 

The ASRT is\a mobile unit equipped with precision radar to provide all-)veather guidance 
for tactical strikte aircraft against ground targets. It may also be used'to position recon- 
naissance and tactical air-lift aircraft over predetermined coordinate^ 

B-12. FLIGHT OPERATIONS CENTER (FO< 

The FOC is an Army\en route ATC facility. It/is collocated with or electronically 
connected to the Air Force'ÇRC. When the FOC ^physically separated from the CRC, the 
Air Force will furnish communications for connecting the two facilities. The FOC serves as 
the primary ATC facility for control of Army ß'ir traffic in the rear operations area. 

\ 

Figure B-10. Flight operations center, 
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Z 

(ADA) TACTICAL B-13. ARMY. AIR DEFENSE ARTILL 

OPERATIONS CENTERS (TOC) 

Army air defense àrtillery operations are controlled by ADA TOC. The AADCPs con- 
trolling the Hawk and'Nike Hercules weapon systems are supported by radars and semi- 
automatic command andSeontrol systems. The division ADA battalion and nondivisional 
Chaparral/Vulcan battalion fire direction centers (FDC) are manual. They feature full 
decentralization of engagement authority for/the Chaparral/Vulcan air defense artillery 
weapons. Control suthority for Rodsy© and/orgsnic nonsir dsfsnss wospons cspâbl© of 
engaging aircraft rests with the using unit, subject to compliance with rules and procedures 
established by the air defense coimnander. 

B-14.\ FLIGHT COORDINATION CENTERS (FCC) 

FCCs are en route ATC facilities employed in the corps rear area and division area. The 
FCC provides an extension of communications\for the FOC. The FCC in the corps rear area 
designated as the alternate FOC wilí be collocated with or electronically connected to an Air 
Force facility (CRC, CRP, or FAC^) to insure continuity of the flow of information required 
for air defense and air traffic management operatic: 
the FCC provides a communications link between the 

. When employed in the division area, 
erminal facilities of the division air- 

fields, other 'airfields located nearby, division tactical Operations centers, other FCCs, and 
the FOC. FCGs use the same equipment as the FOC. 

B-15. AIR SUPPORT OPERATIONS CENTER (ASOC) 

The ASOC is a mobile, air-transportable facility designed to operate witk a corps tactical 
operations center or an independent division tactical operations center. Thepnmary task of 
the ASOC is to provide a fast-reaction capability to satisfy immediate requestsfr-qm Army 
forces for tactical air support. ^ ' 
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Figure B-ll. The ASOC is not/only highly mobile, but air-transportable as well. 
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Figure B-12. The ASOC ises the TSQ-93 transportable hardwall operations central. 
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B-16. TACTICAL AIR CONTROL PARTY 

The tactical air control party is a forward operations elenjfent of the tactical air control 
system. It is attached to each cavalry squadron, maneuver battalion, brigade, regiment, 
separate brigade, division, and corps. The tactical air conitrol party advises the associated 
ground commander and staff elements on all aspects of tactical air support operations. 

B-17. FORWARDNAIR CONTROLLER 

The forward air controlleK assigned to a tactital air control party and in support of a 
maneuver force, will control visual flights when employed in close air support strikes. 
Control may be exercised from airborne or ground observation posts. When airborne or on 
the ground, the forward air controller will maintain contact with the strike pilot and the 
appropriate fire support coordinator. 

B-18. TACTICAL OPERATION^CENTER (TOC) 

Centralized control and coordination hi cvhrent tactical ground force operations are 
accomplished in the TOC. 

B-19. INDIRECT FIRE SUPPORT UNITS ^ 

Indirect fire support units maintain a system of fire direction centers for internal fire 
control. Field artillery units provide the fire support coordination centers and the fire 
support elements. The fire support/elements provide the command coordination of fire 
support on surface targets. Mortar units are directly controlled by maneuver unit 
commanders, but their fires\should i>e coordinated by the fire support coordination center. 

B-20. SUMMARY 

Again, the important thing is to know these organizations exist and they are there to help 
make the airways easier to navigate through—not to complicate the mission. Some individ- 
uals may never deal with these facilities because they are involved in front-line operations. 
What does all this mean to the individual pilot? It means a detailed briefing given by the 
appropriate supported agency and a call to his operations should take scare of any 
coordination/interface problems. \ 
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Section II. ATC EQUIPMENT 

B-21. AN/TRN-30ÍV) 

This low-frequency, nondirectional beacon is being produced in a manpack configuration 
and a tactical semifixed configuration. The AN/TRN-30(V) may transmit on any of 671 
channels spaced 500 hertz (Hz) apart, between 200 and 1750 megahertz (MHz). The average 
operating range is approximately 27 nautical miles (NM) for the manpack version and 110 
NM for the semifixed version with the aircraft flying at an altitude of 1,000 feet above 
ground level (AGL). 
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Figure B-13. AN/TRN'30{ V). 
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B-22. AN/TSC-61B 
The flight coordination central, AN/TSC-61B, is a transportable, shelterized system with 

aviation communication radios for coordination of en route and local ATC. The 
AN/TSC-61B is used as an FOC or an FCC. Air-to-ground communications include high 
frequency/single sideband (HF/SSB), very high frequency-amplitude modulated/ 
frequency modulated (VHF-AM/FM), and ultra high frequency-amplitude modulated 
(UHF-AM). The following communications equipment is installed in the AN/TSC-61 B to 
provide for necessary control and coordination: 

• Three AN/ARC-164 UHF/AM radios 

• Three AN/ARC-115 VHF/AM radios 

• Three AN/VRC-46 VHF/FM radios 

• One AN/ARC-102 HF-SSB radio 

A 
'■m 

Figure B-14. AN/TSC-61B. 
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B-23. AN/TSW-7A 

The air traffic control central, AN/TSW-7A, which is scheduled to replace the 
AN/TSW-70, is a transportable facility for controlling terminal air traffic at instrumented 
airfields in the division and corps rear area. The facility consists of five components—a 
shelter with communications and meteorological equipment for three controller stations, a 
3-meter elevating tower, an environmental control unit, and two generator power units. 
Air-to-ground communications include HF/55B, VHF-AM/FM, and UHF-AM. The 
AN/TSW-7A includes the following communications equipment: 

• Three AN/ARC-164 UHF/AM radios 

9 Three AN/ARC-115 VHF/AM radios 

• Three AN/ARC-114VHF/FM radios 

• One AN/ARC-102 HF-SSB radio 

y 

& 
, ‘sß ' 
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Figure B-15. AN/TSQ-70A. 
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Figure B-16. AN/TSW-7A. 

B-24. AN/TSQ-71B 

The landing control central, AN/TSQ-71B, is a tactical ground-controlled approach 
facility which consists of an S-318G shelter which houses the AN/TPN-18 precision 
approach radar, AN/TPX-44 identification, friend or foe (radar)/selective identification 
feature (IFF/SIF) equipment, and communication radios. Air-to-ground communications 
include VHF-AM/FM and UHF-AM. Communications equipment installed in the 
AN/TSQ-71B is: 

• Three AN/ARC-164UHF/AM radios 

• Three AN/ARC-115 VHF/AM radios 

• Three AN/VRC-46 VHF/FM radios 
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Figure B-l 7. AN/TSQ- 71B. 
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B-25. AN/TSQ-97 

The AN/TSQ-97 is a man-portable ATC facility which contains communications and 
meteorological equipment for tactical landing areas. The equipment can be transported by 
two men and set up for operation within 10 minutes after emplacement. Its radios and 
meteorological instruments can be operated on generator power and on battery power. 
Air-to-ground communications include VHF-AM/FM and UHF-AM. The AN/TSQ-97 has 
the following communications equipment: 

• One AN/ARC-114VHF/FM radio 

• One AN/ARC-115VHF/AM radio 

One AN/ARC-164 UHF/AM radio 
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Figure B-18. AN/TSQ-97. 
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APPENDIX 

O 
MISSIONS AND FUNCTIONS 

Section I. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (ATC) UNITS 

Specific information concerning personnel and equipment authorization, capabilities, and 
allowances may be found in applicable tables of organization and equipment (TOE). The 
following information expands on the mission and functions of air traffic control units. 

C-1. HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS DETACHMENT. 
ATC GROUP (TOE 1-222) 

to 
a. Mission. The ATC group’s mission is to provide staff administration, operational and 

logistical planning, and support for Army air traffic control within a theater of operations. 
In addition, the group headquarters provides command supervision of assigned or attached 
ATC units. 

b. Assignment and Employment. The group is assigned to a theater army communica- 
tions command or to a major task force as required. Elements of the group normally are 
placed in direct support of the corps and division commands to which they provide ATC 
support. 

c. Functions. 

(1) Provide assigned or attached ATC units with personnel and equipment to 
operate and maintain— 

• Tactical ATC terminal facilities at communications zones (COMMZ), corps, 
and division instrumented landing sites. 

• An en route ATC system of flight operations centers (FOC) and flight 
coordination centers (FCC) in the corps and division area of operations. 

(2) Provide ATC liaison personnel to theater level Air Force and Army airspace 
management elements. 

(3) Provide personnel and equipment to inspect and evaluate ATC facilities and 
operations. 
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C-2. ATC COMPANY (COMMZ) (TOE 1-223) 

a. Mission. The ATC company (COMMZ) has the mission to provide terminal air traffic 
control, navigational aids (NAVAID), air warnings, and other assistance to in-flight 
aircraft. 

b. Assignment and Employment. The ATC company (COMMZ) is normally assigned to 
the ATC group. It is normally employed with its platoons placed in direct support of 
aviation units operating airfields/heliports in the COMMZ requiring ATC instrumentation 
services. Platoons of the company operate from dispersed locations within an assigned area. 
They normally are collocated with supported aviation units for security and to enhance 
responsiveness. They receive medical, logistical, transportation, POL, food service, and 
administration and maintenance services support from the supported unit and its support 
activities. 

c. Functions. 

(1) Provide terminal ATC services to include tower, approach control, ground- 
controlled approach (GCA) radar, and terminal NAVAIDs at up to four COMMZ Army 
airfields and/or heliports. 

(2) Provide coordination for Army aircraft entering the corps area en route ATC 
system from the COMMZ. 

(3) Provide coordination with airspace management liaison section (AMLS) of the 
Air Force tactical air coordination center (TACC) and other theater airspace control 
elements as directed. 

(4) Platoon-sized elements and individual teams may be added or deployed inde- 
pendently to meet particular ATC requirements. 

(5) Organic radio and echelon above corps signal communications systems are used 
to transmit and receive weather, notices to airmen (NOTAM), aircraft flight clearances, and 
operational data. (See appendix D.) 

(6) Perform organizational maintenance on organic equipment and up to general 
support (GS) level on-site maintenance on noncommon ATC/NAVAID equipment. 

(7) The ATC company (COMMZ) is normally organized with a company head- 
quarters, supply section, and two ATC platoons—each consisting of a platoon headquar- 
ters, two tower teams, and two GCA radar teams. 
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C-3. HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS DETACHMENT, 
ATC BATTALION (CORPS) (TOE 1-226) 

a. Mission. The mission of the ATC battalion is to provide staff administration, oper- 
ational, and logistical planning and support for Army air traffic control within division and 
corps rear areas. In addition, the battalion provides command supervision of assigned or 
attached ATC units. 

b. Assignment and Employment. ATC battalions are normally assigned to an ATC 
group. The ATC battalion (corps) may be attached to an independent corps or Army task 
force as required. The battalion is employed in direct support of and receives its operational 
requirements from the corps or task force commander. Two ATC companies (forward) are 
normally assigned to the battalion to provide the ATC and/or assistance needed by 
supported aviation elements in the corps and division areas. The battalion headquarters is 
located in the vicinity of the corps or tasks force headquarters it supports. The battalion 
commander also serves as the corps Army ATC officer and is the primary corps staff advisor 
on the utilization and employment of ATC resources. The battalion staff coordinates with 
the corps staff and provides appropriate ATC liaison personnel for interface with airspace 
managers and users on air traffic control requirements and procedures. 

c. Functions. 

(1) Provide assigned or attached ATC units with personnel and equipment to 
operate and maintain combat support ATC facilities at— 

• Division instrumented landing sites. 

• Corps instrumented airfields/heliports. 

(2) Provide en route ATC consisting of one flight operations center in the corps rear 
area and FCCs in the division and corps rear areas. 

(3) Provide navigational beacons for use at airfields and/or heliports and en route 
ATC. 

(4) Provide ATC liaison personnel to the airspace management system at the Air 
Force command reporting center (CRC) and the airspace management element (AME) of the 
corps tactical operations center (CTOC). 

(5) Provide personnel and equipment to inspect and evaluate ATC facility equip- 
ment and maintenance operations. 
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(6) Subordinate units perform up to GS level on-site maintenance on assigned 
ATC/NAVAID equipment. 

C-4. ATC COMPANY (FORWARD) (TOE 1-227) 

a. Mission. The mission of the ATC company (forward) is to provide terminal and en 
route ATC, navigational aids, air warnings, and other assistance to in-flight aircraft. 

b. Assignment and Employment. Two ATC companies (forward) are normally assigned 
to each ATC battalion (corps). One ATC company (forward) normally is employed with its 
platoons placed in direct support of corps aviation operations while the other ATC company 
(forward) employs its platoons in direct support of division aviation operations. ATC 
platoons operate from dispersed locations within an assigned area and normally are 
collocated with supported aviation units for security and to enhance responsiveness. 
Platoon leaders at ATC platoons providing ATC support at the division instrumented 
landing site also serve as ATC liaison officers with the division airspace management 
element at the division tactical operations center. They provide assistance for ATC 
planning and coordination of division airspace user requirements and operations. The 
platoons receive medical, logistical, transportation, POL, food service, and administrative 
and maintenance services support from the supported unit and its support activities. 

c. Functions. 

(1) Provide terminal ATC services to include tower, approach control, GCA radar 
and terminal NAVAIDs at corps or division landing sites. 

(2) Provide one FOC to manage the corps en route ATC system. 

(3) Provide FCC and NAVAIDs for employment in the corps/division en route ATC 
system. 

(4) Organic radio and corps and division area signal communications systems are 
used to transmit and receive weather, NOTAMs, aircraft flight clearances, and operational 
data. (See appendix D.) 

(5) Platoon-sized and individual teams may be added or deployed independently to 
meet particular ATC services. 

(6) Provide liaison and coordination with AMEs as directed. 
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(7) Perform organizational maintenance on organic equipment and up to GS-level, 
on-site maintenance on noncommon ATC/NAVAID equipment. 

d. Summary. The ATC company (forward) is normally organized with a company head- 
quarters, supply section, and three ATC platoons—each consisting of a platoon head- 
quarters, one tower team, one GCA radar team, and one en route FOC/FCC team. One of 
the FOC/FCC teams in the corps rear areas is designated as the FOC. As such, it provides 
the interface and coordination between the Army air traffic management system and the Air 
Force control and reporting center. Tactical tower and GCA tesuns are added to an ATC 
platoon as required to support additional tactical aviation operations at Army landing sites. 

Section II. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TEAMS 

C-5. ATC LIAISON TEAM 

a. Mission. The mission of the ATC liaison team is to provide technical assistance to 
airspace management and control personnel in matters pertaining to Army ATC policies 
and procedures and the use of Army ATC facilities and systems. 

b. Functions. 

(1) Coordinate ATC operational requirements between airspace management and 
ATC management personnel. 

(2) Recommend deployment and positioning of airfield/heliports and ATC facilities 
in support of airspace management and aviation operations. 

(3) Assist in the development, planning, implementation, and integration of Army 
ATC policies and procedures with Army combat forces commanders and the airspace 
management authority. 
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(4) Prepare ATC operational inputs to command standing operating procedures and 
operational orders. 

(5) Participate in the preparation of Army en route navigational and terminal 
approach charts and plates. 

C-6. FLIGHT OPERATIONS CENTER 

a. Mission. The mission of the FOC is to manage the Army en route ATC system. The 
FOC also coordinates the use of air routes, terminal control zones, restricted operational 
zones, coordinating altitudes and ATC lines, and related operations with the airspace 
management authority and other airspace users. The FOC is collocated with or 
electronically connected to the Air Force control and reporting center. 

b. Functions. 

(1) Supervise the operations of subordinate flight coordination center. 

(2) Relay flight clearance requests between the Air Force CRC and the originator. 

(3) Relay weather and emergency warning information. 

(4) Maintain an air route overlay displaying such information as air routes, ATC 
lines, preplanned artillery fires and nuclear strikes, restricted zones, location and 
designation of ATC facilities and navigational beacons/aids, location of airfields and 
heliports, and coordination altitudes. 

C-7. FLIGHT COORDINATION CENTER 

a. Mission. The mission of the FCC is to extend the capabilities and communication of 
the FOC within the Army en route ATC system. The FCC is the interface between the FOC, 
Air Force corps, and Army terminal ATC facilities. It supports the FOC in its coordination 
activities. In addition, the FCC provides en route instrument flight rules (IFR) air traffic 
control, flight-following, advisories, weather, and air warning information to aircraft 
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operating in its area of responsibility. When an FCC has been designated an FOC, it will 
assume the missions of, and perform the functions outlined for, the FOC (para C-6). 

b. Functions. 

(1) Maintain an air route overlay with information (similar to the FOC) as applies to 
its area of responsibility. 

(2) Provide en route IFR ATC and advisory services to aircraft operating in its area 
of responsibility. 

(3) Relay flight clearances between the FOC and the originator. 

(4) Assist in search and rescue operations. 

(5) Maintain flight data records. 

C-8. TOWER TEAM / 

a. Mission. The mission of the tower team is to provide instrumented terminal ATC 
services at Army airfields and/or heliports. 

b. Functions. 

(1) Provide manual approach control and departure control services. 

(2) Provide weather observation, wind conditions, and altimeter information. 

(3) Provide terminal and ground control services. 

(4) Provide beacon/navigational aids. 

(5) Provide information on landing site surface, heading, length, and condition. 

(6) Provide information on obstructions. 
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C-9. GROUND-CONTROLLED APPROACH TEAM 

a. Mission. The mission of the GCA team is to provide radar approach control and 
precision approach radar services for aircraft during periods of adverse weather (instrument 
meteorological conditions), or high density aircraft operations. 

b. Functions. 

(1) Provide aircraft vectoring assistance. 

(2) Provide precision approach radar letdown and landing assistance. 

(3) Provide identification, friend or foe (radar) (IFF) of aircraft. 

C-10. TACTICAL TOWER TEAM 

a. Mission. The mission of the tactical tower team is to provide a jump capability for the 
tower team. It also provides ATC for temporary periods of time at helipads supporting 
medical evacuation, resupply and refueling points, or command post locations. 

b. Functions. 

(1) Provide manual approach and departure control services. 

(2) Provide beacon/navigational aids. 

(3) Provide information on landing surface heading and condition. 

(4) Provide information on obstructions. 
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APPENDIX 

COMMUNICATIONS 

D-1. GENERAL 
a. Air traffic control (ATC) combat support effectiveness encompasses training, estab- 

lished procedures, coordination, functional equipment, logistical support, plus adequate 
communications. ATC units supporting Army air operations are prepared with good 
training, operational procedures, and equipment; however, logistical support, coordination, 
and communications continue to operate during the battle to effect ATC effectiveness. 

b. Communications doctrine for ATC must provide for reliable near real-time trans- 
mission of command and control information between widely dispersed ATC units as well as 
rapid coordination and integration of operations between ATC facilities and airspace 
managers and users. Backup systems and equipment must be available in case of primary 
system/equipment failure or other emergency. 

The communications required in ATC units fall into these three general categories: 

a. Air traffic regulation. 

b. Command, administrative, and logistical lines with higher and subordinate head- 
quarters and support/supported units. 

c. Coordination between airspace management and ATC facilities. 

D-2. CATEGORIES 

D-3. ECHELONS 

a. ATC units and facilities are employed at three echelons within the theater of oper- 
ations. These echelons are the— 

• Communications zone (COMMZ). 

• Corps. 

• Division. 
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b. Communications in support of ATC operations are employed within each of these 
echelons as well as between adjacent echelons at the corps and division levels. 

D-4. COMMUNICATIONS MEANS 

The communications means employed for support of ATC operations include— 

a. Multichannel radio/cable. 

b. Radio teletypewriter (RATT). 

c. Single-channel, amplitude-modulated/frequency-modulated (AM/FM) voice radio. 

D-5. MULTICHANNEL RADIO/CABLE 

a. Multichannel radio/cable voice (telephone) common and sole-user (dedicated) circuits 
are provided over command and area signal systems provided by COMMZ, corps, and 
division signal units. These circuits are terminated between switchboard equipment or ATC 
systems/equipment organic to ATC units, and communications systems/equipment 
supporting or organic to other command and control units or elements. 

b. Sole-user circuits are required to provide for real-time coordination of airspace oper- 
ations between ATC facilities and airspace management elements throughout the theater of 
operations. Such coordination includes— 

• Implementing airspace restrictions. 

• Integrating airspace user activities. 

• Requesting and issuing flight clearances. 

• Assisting search and rescue operations. 

• Issuing aircraft warning. 

• Processing of emergency in-flight reports. 
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c. Multichannel radio/cable voice (telephone) circuit requirements for ATC units at the 
COMMZ, corps, and division echelons are shown in figures D-l, D-2, and D-3, 
respectively. 

WIRE COMMUNICATIONS 
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Figure D-l. COMMZ common-user and sole-user A TC circuits. 
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WIRE COMMUNICATIONS 
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Figure D-2. Corps common-user and sole-user A TC circuits. 
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WIRE COMMUNICATIONS 

PLT 
LDR 

MAINT o- 

ATC  / v* 
CO HQ 

ATC PLT 
HQ 

SWBD o- 

LEGEND 
* Area signal system 

o  One telephone circuit 

o—<^^>— More than one telephone 
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  One sole-user telephone 
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'y— More than one sole-user 
telephone circuit 

SWBD SWBD Trunk line 

AREA 
SWBD 

- DAME 

ATC 
TOWER 

AN/TSW-7 

GCA (AN/TSQ-71) 

AFLD OP 

BEACON SITE 

FCC 
AN/TSC-61 

SWBD SWBD More than one trunk line 

♦ FOC (CORPS) 

♦ AFLD OPS 

♦ DAME 

♦ ADJ FCC 

♦ ADJ AADCP 

—o BEACON SITE 

Figure D-3. Division common-user and sole-user ATC circuits. 

D-6. RADIO TELETYPEWRITER 

a. Radio teletypewriter terminals are organic to the ATC group headquarters, ATC 
battalion headquarters, and ATC platoons of the ATC company (forward) which are 
deployed in the corps and division rear areas. The RATT stations are used to establish a 
RATT net providing the means to pass secure operational information, to include notices to 
airmen concerning ATC facility and navigational aids location and operational status, and 
weather data. This RATT net will also be used to pass command and control information 
during periods of rapid deployment of ATC platoons or when other means of communication 
cannot be rapidly established or their operational range has been exceeded. 

b. Radio teletypewriter terminals employed in the ATC RATT net are shown in 
figure D-4. 
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GRC-142 
KW -7(2) 

GRC-122 
KW-712) 

GRC-122 
KW-7 (2) 

S3, HHD ATC Gp (COMMZ) 

S3, HHD ATC Bn (Corps) 
(Note 1) 

Flight Operations Center (FOC) 
(Note 2) 

GRC-122 
KW-7(2) 

Flight Coordination 
Center (FCC) (Note 3) GRC-122 

KW-7(2) 

Flight Coordination 
Center (FCC) 

(Note 4) 

NOTE1: One terminal per each corps. 

NOTE 2: One terminal per corps en route system. 

NOTE 3: One terminal per each ATC platoon FCC in corps rear area. 

NOTE 4: One terminal per each ATC platoon FCC in division area. 

Figure D-4. Air traffic control RA TT net. 

D-7. SINGLE-CHANNELAM/FM VOICERADIONETS 

Single-channel AM/FM voice radio nets are used to provide communications means for 
ATC units and facilities to meet various operational purposes. These operational purposes 
include— 

• Command and control. 

• Air traffic regulation. 

Airspace coordination. 
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D-8. COMMAND AND CONTROL NETS 

Command and control nets are provided, using AN/VRC-12-series FM radios organic to 
ATC units. These nets are shown in figures D-5, D-6, and D-7. 

D-9. AIR TRAFFIC REGULATION NETS 

Air traffic control nets are used to provide air traffic regulation, flight-following, 
advisories, weather information and air warnings to aircraft. These nets are provided using 
various combinations of AN/VRC-series FM and avionics very high frequency/ultra high 
frequency (VHF/UHF) AM radios installed in tactical ATC facilities. These nets are shown 
in figure D-8. 

AN/VRC-46 

AN/VRC-47 

AN/VRC-47 

AN/VRC-46 

Group Commander 
TOE 1-222H 

Battalion Commander 
TOE 1-226H 

Company Commander 
TOE 1-223H 

Platoon Leader 
TOE 1-223H 

Figure D-5. ATC group and ATC command (COMMZ) command and control nets. 
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AN/VRC-47 

Battalion Commander 
TOE 1-226H 

AN/VRC-46 

Battalion S3 
TOE 1-226H 

AN/VRC-46 

Battalion Operations 
TOE 1-226H 
(AN/MSC-3) 

AN/VRC-47 

AN/VRC-46 

Battalion Executive 
Officer TOE 1-226H 

AN/VRC-46 

Aviation Section 
TOE 1-226H 

Company Commander 
TOE 1-227H 

Figure D-6. A TC battalion command and control net. 

AN/VRC-47 

Çà* 
AN/VRC-46 

É 
AN/PRC-70 

Company Commander 

TOE 1-227H 

Platoon Leader 
TOE 1-227H 

Tactical Team 

Figure D-7. ATC company (forward) command and control net. 
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FM UHF VHF 

AN/TSW-7 
(Tower) 

FM UHF VHF 

AN-TSQ-71 
(GCA Radar) 

FM UHF VHF FM UHF VHF 

AN/TSG-61 
(FOC) 

AN/TSC-61 
(FCC) 

FM UHF VHF 

É 
AN/TSQ-97 (Tactical Tower) 

Figure D-8. Air traffic regulation nets. 

D-10. AIRSPACE COORDINATION NET 

a. Airspace coordination is normally provided over dedicated and sole-user telephone 
circuits, over multichannel radio/cable systems, or over local wire means. However, when 
time, distance, or other factors preclude the use of these means, the requirement to provide 
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real-time coordination between ATC facilities or these facilities and airspace management 
facilities, may be provided for over high frequency (HF) single-sideband voice radio 
equipment installed in operations or ATC facilities. 

b. The facilities organic to ATC units which may operate in the open airspace 
coordination net are shown in figure D-9. 

AN/MSC-31 
S3 Ops, HHD ATCGp 

TOE 1-222H 

AIM/GRC-106 

AN/TSW-7(Tower) 
TOE 1-227H 
TOE 1-223H 

AN/ARC-102 

AN/TSC-61 (FCC) 
TOE 1-227H 

AN/ARC-102 

AN/MSC-31 
S3 Ops, HHD ATC Bn 

TOE 1-226H 

AN/GRC-106 

AN/TSC-61 (FOC) 
TOE 1-227H 

AN/ARC-102 

Figure D-9. Airspace coordination net. 
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EXAMPLE OF DIVISION^ STANDING OPERATING 
PROCEDURES FOR AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT 

öS 

APPENDIX 

(Classification) 

\ 

3d Mech Div 
Fort Carson 
1 Feb 198  

STANDING OPERATING/PROGEDURES 
NO 1 / ' 

AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT 

Section I 

GENERAL 
\ 

1. References. inex A (References ). 

2. Purpose. To Establish procedures for the ^coordination, integration, and regulation of 
airspace in the divi sipn area of operations (AO). y 

3. Concept. 

a. The Commander, 29th Tactical Air Force (TAF), is designated the airspace control 
authority and the area air defense commander. The provisions incorporated in these standing 
operating procedures (SOP) are in accordance with the airspace management procedures estab- 
lished in the 29th TAF tactical standing operating procédures (TSOP) and the I Corps TSOP. 
The division airspace.management element (DAME) will continually coordinate with the corps 
airspace management element (GAME) to insure an unimpeded flow of essential information 
concerning the use of airspace in the division AO. The authority of the division over each 
airspace user will vary with the situation. v 

  \ 
(Classification) 
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(SOP 1 —3d Mech Div) 

b. Rotary wing and fixed wing aircraft operate at l6w level in visual meteorological 
conditions (VMC) and in a procedural rather than electronic control environment. Tactical air 
force supporting the division normally will be in a radar auvisory/control environment in radio 
contact with tacticalAdr control systems elements. Cdordination procedures must not cause 
delays in mission employment and they must not resti4ct the movement of support aircraft 
the tactical commander’sVontrol of organic fire. / 

or 

c. These SOPs are designed to identify functional responsibilities in a system based on 
the principle of managemem. by exception. To ^accomplish this end, organizàtions assigned, 
attached, or under the operational control (OPCON) of this division will insure that their proce- 

■y routine coordination is minimal. In addition, contingent 
isure continuity of operations in a degraded airspace control 

dures are such that any necess 
procedures will be established to 
system. ¡ 

,1 d. The DAME*, develops and coordinates procedures for the use of airspace by the 
division. Airspace management prioritiVs and execution details will be identified in the airspace 
utilization annex to tne division plans/,orders. 

\ 
e. The DAME is^a manual planning-and-management facility with limited information- 

handling capabilities; therefore, thë principe of resolving potential-user conflicts by plans, 
SOPs, and management^by exception, is emphasized. Plans and SOPs will delegate the neces- 
sary authority to the lowest possible level of command for taking action to resolve an observed 
conflict. The provisions oj these SÖPs will be followed during all command post exercises/field 
training exercises (CPX/^TX) to promote familiarity with procedures. 

j Section Il\ 

COMMAND STAFF RELATIONSH'IPS/RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. Command. 

a. I Corps. The Commander, I Corps, is responsible for coordinating and establishing an 
integrated joint airspace control system with the airspace control authority. The CAME serves 
as the focal point at corps for the coordination of airspace management functions. 

b. 3d Mech Div. The Commander, 3d Mech Div, is responsible for conducting airspace 
management for the division. N. 

(Classification) 
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(SOP 1—3d Mech Div) 

c.\ Brigade/Battalion. Normally there is no requirement for a special staff element at 
maneuver brigade or battalion dedicated to airspacemianagement. The maneuver commander is 
responsible for coordinating his airspace activities when those activities may impact on other 
airspacèuser 

d. 1'st Bn (Hawk, TRIAD), 458th ADA. The Hawk battalion is designated in direct 
support of the division. The commander, in coordination with the division air defense officer, 
will consider established division priorities in employment of his unit and accommodate 
airspace management funbUons as cite<a in Appendix B (Integration Plan—AADCP with an 
FCC Element). The followingare special requirements for the airspace management function: 

■L sion air defense officer and the DAME are provided 
soon as possible to facilitate air defense coverage and 

(1) Insure that the di 
low-altitude coverage diagrams 
airspace management integratio 

i / \ 
(2) Establish and mountain manual\plotting and voice communication facilities as 

backup foi; digital data links. / ^ 

(3) ' Coordinate air/defense matters with> the Chaparral/Vulcan liaison officer to 
include air defense wamingp, weapons control status^ and rules of engagement changes, and 
hostile and 

(4) 
operations 

friendly aircraft/data. \ 
\ 

When required, provide liaison personnel to operate in the division tactical 
center. / \ 

I / e. Ist; Pit (ATC), 101st ATC Co (Forward). The air traffic control (ATC) platoon is 
designated in direct ^iipport of the division. The platoon leader also performs duties as the ATC 
liaison officér to the/DAME. The following functions are performed byNthe ATC platoon: 

( 1 ) i Terminal ATC service at the division heliport. \ 

■ / \ 
(2) s En/route ATC service in the division area of operations. 

I / 

2. Staff. Staff responsibilities and command relationships are as specified in FM 101-5, unless 
otherwise indicated in these SOPs. 

1/ 
I 
,/ 

(Classification) 
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a. ACofS, G3, Operations. The ACofS, G3, will insure that/these SOPs are kept current, 
and that they are followed during training exercises at all levels/He exercises staff supervision 
over airspace management and the DAME; and he insures mat appropriate instructions per- 
taining to airspa^ management are published in the airspace utilization annex. He will insure 
that necessary personnel ^required to staff the DAME, are represented in the division tactical 
operations center and that\necessary communications/are available for mission accomplish- 
ment. 

b. ACofS1, G4, Logistics. The ACofS, G4, wilTprovide the DAME with supporting airlift 

information pertaining to airspach management tp include— 

( 1 ) Preplanned and immediate airlift support requests and the priorities of approved 
requests. 

(2) Location of logistic installa^ipns. 

i 
(3) Other combat service ort r information, as required, relating to air 

movements. \ 

J X c. ACofS, Cp, Intelligence. The ACofS,\G2, will provide the DAME with intelligence 
information pertaining to airspace management co include— 

(1) Enemy air defense/capabilities and\ threat to include radar range/altitude 
coverages and missile/gun capabilities. 

(2) Enemy air threat/number, type, tactics, and capabilities of aircraft). 

(3) Location of enemy nuclear, biological, or chemical attacks. 

(4) Possible enqjny capabilities to counter airspace management aids, such as 
communications, radars, and beacons. 

(5) Possible enemy tactics for employing aircraft in the division area of operations. 

(6) Likely enemy aircraft avenues of approach. \ 

(Classification) 
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d. Air Defense Officer. The division air defense officer is-the Commander, 1st Bn (C/V, 
TRIAD, 441st ADA). To assist in the division airspace management effort, he will— 

\ / 
\ / 

(1) Provide required hir defense artillery (ADA) personnel and necessary equipment 
to staff the DAME. \ / 

(2) Provide liaison personnel to the 1st JJn (Hawk, TRIAD), 458th ADA, Army Air 
Defense Command Post (AADCP). 

(3) Inform the DAME of AADÔRând fire unit locations. 
/ \ 

(4) Provide the DAME and/the Hawk battalion AADCP with alert information 
derived from the forward area alerting radar\(FAAR) and/or the forward area Chaparral/ 
Vulcan crews. / 

(5) Advise the division commander on all nqatters pertaining to division air defense, 
to include recommending air defense priorities. 

(6) Coordinate with the Hawk battalion to insure^integration of the Hawk and short- 
range air defense weapons. 

e. Aviation Officer. The division aviation officer serves as\the principal aviation advisor 
to the division. Tp assist the DAME, he will- 

(1) Arrange for required aviation personnel and necessary^ equipment to staff the 
aviation element of the DAME. 

(2) / Determine flight plan requirements for division aircraft operating under VMC and 
assure adherence to theater instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) procedures. 

/(3) Establish procedures with ATC liaison officer (LO) for integrating all Army 
aircraft/entering or leaving division AO. \ 

(4) Recommend positioning of navigational aids and procurement of additional aids 
organic to division tactical teams. 
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(5) In conjunction with ATC liaison officer, establish the air traffic regulation system 
for the division and disseminate this information to all aviation elements operating within the 
division AO. ^ 

(6) Coordinate with the CAME, along with the ATC lyO, for integrating additional 
airspace management elements with division elements. 

f. Air Traffic Control Liaison Officer. The ATC liaison^fficer serves as the principal air 
traffic control advisor to the division. He will— 

e ATC support at the division airfield/ Pro 

(2) Serve as a limson officer with the airspace management element of the division 
tactical operations center. J 

(3) Provide assistance lor air traffic control planning and coordination of division 
airspace user requirements and operations. / 

(4) Establish coordination bè^ween /the flight coordination center (FCC). 1st Bn 
(Hawk, TRIAD), 458th ADA, AADCP. 

(5) Provide a tactical team to position navigational aids as recommended by division 
aviation officer. 

(6) Recommend the site of thp division main airfield and the requirement for a 
terminal control zone and positioning of the FCC. 

\ / \ 
(7) Coordinate with the ATC/liaison officer at the CAME for integrating the division 

FCC with flight operations center (FOC)/control and reporting center (CRC)/control and 
reporting post (CRP) facilities. \ / 

(8) Coordinate with division aviation officer on all matters pertaining to air traffic 
control in the division AO. v 

(Classification) 
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g. Fire Support Coordinator. The fire support/ébordinator for the division is the 
Commander, 3d Mech Div Arty. He provides the folfdwing airspace management information 
to the DAME through the fire support element. 

( 1 ) Significant preplanned indirect^ires. 

(2) Field artillery battety locations. 

h. Electronic Warfare Intelligence Operations Center. The electronic warfare inteUigence 
operations center in support of Hie airspace management effort will — 

(1) Provide the QAME estimates on enemy jamming capabilities and location of 
emitters when known. 

(2) Provide Hie DAME time and location of jamming operations by division elements 
or by higher headquarters that may affect division airspace management facilities or aids. 

(3) Infortn the DAME of other electronic warfare activities that might impact on 
airspace management. 

(4) /Be prepared to react to hostile or friendly electronic warfare activities that 
degrade the'airspace management system. 

i. /Chemical Officer. The chemical officer will provide the DAME with information 
concerning— 

( 1 ) Friendly and enemy nuclear strikes with effective wvind messages. 

(2 ) Radiation fallout plots. 

(3) Enemy employment of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons. 

(Classification) 
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Section III 

FUNCTIONS 

1. Division Tactical Operations Centèr. The divisionf tactical operations center is the 
command installation in whicli necessary personnel and Communication facilities are centralized 
to plan, control, and coordinate tactical operations/Within the division tactical operations 
center are located the personnel necessary toVoordinate airspace management functions. The 
DAME serves as the focal point for coordinating aÿ^space management activities at the division 
and with adjacent and higher headquarters. 

a. Division Airspace Management. The/DAME receives information and requirements 
necessary for the management of airspace in' the division AO through coordination with the 
CAME, fire support element, tactical air control party, aviation officer, air defense officer, 
G2/G3 elements, and liaison personnel. This list ok personnel and elements should not be 
construed as limiting the D. \ME sources QT information,. The DAME will— 

(1) Through the c orrelation or airspace management information and data received, 
identify and resolve potenti il conflicts concerning the use of airspace within the division AO. 

(2) Develop and r laintain the airspace utilization 

(4) Maintain and 

(3) Develop and r laintain recommended low-level tr 
division AO and provide tht m to /he CAME. 

/ 

ap. 

sit routes (LLTR) through the 

disseminate current information of restricted areas, standard-use 
Army air routes, flight cor-idors, air defense weapons-free zones,^significant preplanned field 
artillery fires and nuclear strikes, airmobile operations, other major aviation operations, and 
preplanned close air support strikes and reconnaissance missions. 

(5) Relay informhtion concerning air defense warnings, weapons control status and 
rules of engagement, and identification criteria pertaining to air defense and Army aviation 
activities within the division AO. 
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(6) Maintain a current picture of the air defence and aviation posture within the 
division AO and advise the comipander and staff on such/matters. 

(7) Maintain the status Nrf required airspace management aids and disseminate 
information concerning their locationMise as required. 

(8) Coordinate with the CAME Concerning establishment of, and recommended 
changes to, coordinating altitudes. 

(9) Disseminate information as obtained concerning enemy air and air defense 
activity. / 

/ \ (10) Coordinate all requirements for flighrplans, restricted areas, air defense artillery 
weapons-free zones, and flight rules and procedures. 

(11) Coordinates division requirements for airfield and terminal control zones with the 
CAME. 

(12) Provide airspace management informationv. relevant to development of 
air-movement pjans and insure that air-lift requirements foAuse of airspace are included in 
airspace utilization annexes to operations plans and orders. 

Provide the following information, as a minimum, to the flight operations center/ 
flight coordination center: \ 

(a) Low-level transit routes, standard-use Army air routes, and flight corridors. 

(b) Requirements, if any, for navigational aids and terminal facilities in the 
division AO. 

(c) Restricted areas, air defense artillery weapons-free areas,'''and air defense 
weapons control status and rules of engagement. \ 

(d) Coordinating altitude. 
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(e) Field artillery and air defense artillery fire unit locations. 

(f) Requirements, if any, for flight plans and position reports. 

(g) Division operation plans and operation orders. 

(h) Identification, friend or foe/selective identification feature (IFF/SIF) codes. 

V l-i) Requirements, if any, for broadcasting air warnings; e.g., friendly nuclear 
strikes, friendly clo$e air support strikes, significant artillery concentrations. 

b. Fire Support Elèîne11** The fire support element will provide to the DAME : 

(1) \ Location of the fire sqpport coordination line. 

(2) Information concerning location of significant preplanned indirect fires (major 
preparation and final defensive fires) and nuclear strikes. 

( 3 ) Location of significant immediate^ires. 

(4) Location of major fire units (battery and higher) as soon as they are known. 

(5) Location of planned nuclear firesf. 

c. Tactical Air Control Party. The tactical air control party will inform the DAME of Air. 
Force activity within the division AO and 6f known Air ForceN^ircraft transiting the division 
AO at low levels. / 

d. G2 Air. G2 Air informs the DAME of all preplanned low-level reconnaissance flights 
that will penetrate the airspace over the division AO. Information must include time, route of 
flight, altitude, number of aircraft involved, and electronic countermeasures to be employed. 

(Classification) 
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2. Division Flight Coordination Center. The division FCC is responsible for providing en 
route, flight-following service upon request for Army^aircraft within the division AO and serves 
as a point of access into the airspace control syste^i. As a minimum, flight-following services 
will be provided for airci^ft crossing an airspace control boundary. The FCC will be positioned 
to provide maximum coverage to aircraft operatipg in the division AO. The FCC will— 

a. Relay request and/or clearances for/instrument flight rules (IFR) flights and take 
necessary action to resolve observed conflicts/conceming the use of airspace. 

b. Integrate aircraft entering the division AO. 

hand over traffic to, adjacent air traffic control c. Receive en route air traffic frojh, 
facilities. 

d. Coordinate with the Hawk^ÂADCP. 
/ / 

e. Relay information concerning airspace management as required by the DAME. 

/ 
f. Maintain current status of terminal facilities\navigational aids, restricted areas, 

coordinating altitudes, standard-use Army air routes, andvother information pertinent to the 
air traffic operations. / 

g. Notify the FOC çf division aircraft proposing penetration of the coordinating altitude. 

3. Army Aircraft. 

a. Army aircraft assigned/attached to division and operating within the division AO will 
not be required to file flight plans during VMC. Employment of ArmjA,aviation in the brigade 
AO may require terrain flying techniques under the control of the brigadàcommander. Aviation 
unit operationsywill provide advance entry information to aircraft entering the brigade area. 
Aircraft operating within the division AO may request flight-following frdm the FCC. Pilots 
will be familku- with the supported unit’s tactical situation. 

\ 

\ 
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b. Army aircraft intent on entering or leaving the division AO will file flight plans with 
the FCC or the FOC as appropriate. These flight plans may be filed through unit operations or 
by radio with the FCC/FOC. 

Army aircraft operating under VMC within the division A(ÿ do not require air traffic 
control en-rmite clearances. 

d. Army airßmft operating under IMC will receive clearances from the appropriate air 
traffic control facility'-fFCC in the division area of operation/flight operations center/control 
and reporting center/conta»! and reporting post in the corps rear operations area.) 

\ 
e. Army aircraft operating in the division AO must coniply with published IFF mode/ 

code settings \An IFF transponder checkout can be obtained from the AADCP/FCC element. 

f. Army aircraft penetrating abWe the coordinating ¿íltitude will notify the FCC either by 
direct communication or through unit o^rrati°ns- Notifici 
possible. 

will be made as far in advance as 

OFFICIAL: 

/s/Jones 
Jones 
G3 

Annexes: A—References 

B—Integration Plan—AÂDCP with an FCC Element 

C—Communications^/ 

Distribution: A 

tion 

Br^ wn 
MG 

\ 

g. On request, Army aircraft may obtaih rada/-supported emergency en route advisory 
services from the AADCP/FCC element and USXFA 

4. Communications. Annex C. 
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ANNEXA TO SOP NO 1—3d Mech Div 

REFERENCES: 

29th TAF TSOP. 

2. VI Corps TSOP. 

3. AR 310-25. 

4. AR\I0-50. 

5. FM i-r 

6. FM 6-20. 

17. FM 11-50. 

8. FM 11-92. 

9s FM 24-1. 

10\ FM (C) 32 

11. \FM 44-1 

12. FM44,3. 

44- M 
\ 
\ 

. FM 71-100. 

15. FM 100-26. 

16. FM 100-28. 

17. FM 100-42. 

18. TC 100-15. 

19. FM 101-5. 

20. JCSPubl. 

21. JCS Pub 2. 

22. JCS Pub 8. 

23. TOE37H. 

\ 
\ 
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ANNEX B (INTEGRATION PLAN—AADCP WITH AN 
1—3d Mech Div 

TCC ELEMENT) TO SOP NO 

1. Purpose. This annex provides the procedures for/ínte^rating the 1st Battalion, 458th ADA, 
AADCP, into the airspace management system of the division. It also includes responsibilities, 
equipment, ancTbersonnel requirements. 

2. Concept'. The F (SC supporting the division is essentially a manual facility for flight- 
following. ^Although the. AN/TSQ-71 is located'at the division airfield, it has a primary function 
of ground^-controlled approaches for IMC. It/has a limited radar surveillance coverage of the 
division. The direct support Hawk battaliop'radars with digital data link, real-time input from 

ed ïir Air Force 
FCC. For 
headings 
activity, 

and/or associated qre units may provide increased low-altitude radar coverage for the 
example, emergency, navigatiorial assistance during unexpected IMC or avoidance 
for unexpected conflicts, such/as immediate close air support strikes or enemy air 

„ bould be provided. The'feasibility of the concept will be dependent on the friendly/ 
enemy air situation and availabilit^pf/he Hawk surveillance radar to provide assistance to the 
FCC. 

3. Responsibilities. 

a. The Commander, I Corn's, will assign tactical missions to Hawk battalions assigned to 
the corjs when the area air/defense commander has delegated corps the authority for 
employment of Hawk units. T^e 1st Bn (Haw^ TRIAD), 458th ADA, is designated the Hawk 
battalio: non H 

. Th 

in direct support of/the division. \ 
:oilsc b. The Commander, 3d Mech Div, will, in consonance with recommendations from his air 

defense officer, aviation Officer, ATC platoon leaded, and Hawk battalion commander, insure 
communication is made available between the Hawk ÀADCP and FCC. 

/ 

c. Thé^division operations officer will insure properçoordination between division tactical 
operations center elements and the AADCP/FCC by arranging required communications in 
accordance with Annex C (Communications). v 

\ / . 
d. The Commander, 1st Bn (Hawk, SP), 458th ADA, will insure that acccommodations 

are made in the battalion AADCP communication with the FCG. When possible, one of the air 
defense operations officers in the AADCP should be aviation qualified. The commander will 
insure that ADA personnel are properly trained to function withxthe FCC element and that a 
liaison team is provided to the division tactical operations centeX to facilitate planning and 
operations. 
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ANNEXE (INTEGRATION PLAN—AADCP WITH AN FCC ELEMEN 
I—3d MeWi Hiv 
4. 

TO SOP NO 

Operatibnal Procedures. Figure E-l shows a physical arrangement of the Hawk AADCP. 
Chaparral/Vih^an liaison is also shown to indicate the close coordination required with 
Chaparral/Vulcan units in the overall airspace management system'bf the division. The figure 
shows the primaryvAN/TSQ-38 fire distribution van with two radar consoles and the separate 
backup manual AA£)CP. Radio communications will be established to the division FCC on the 
FCC net (FM), thus facilitating communications with the FC¿ and Army aircraft. 

\ / 
a. Personnel. The Cfta^arral/Vulcan liaison officepds integrated into the manual AADCP. 

Data received from the Hawk fire units, CRC/CRP,/and the collocated acquisition radar are 
displayed on two display/control consoles of the AN/TSQ-38. The operator on the left display 
is concerned primarily with the\ur defense firedistribution and the operator on the right 
display, with surveillance. The combined mission of the two operators is to monitor/control the 
air battle. The operator on the right display, when practicable, should be an ADA aviation- 
qualified officer to facilitate ADA/aircrkft'coordination. The remaining personnel are an ADA 
operations officer, an ADA fire control/operator, and two ADA plotters—all located in the 
manual AADCP. 

b. Information Flow. Air traffic coordination functions are performed by the ADA 
personnel based on data displayed on the right console. The data is converted to a grid system 
common to aircraft and ground operations. Based on common grid data, the AADCP 
coordinates actions with the FCC as required. Data from the left display console is passed to 
the manual AADCP where it/is plotted for presentation. Based on this data, air activity reports 
are provided to the Chaparral/Vulcan AADCP and the DÀME. The Chaparral/Vulcan liaison 
officer will broadcast selected hostile/friendly warnings to division air defense units and others 
capable of monitoring the tactical air warning net (when established). Priority warnings can be 
rebroadcast from the/Chaparral/Vulcan AADCP over existing nets to fire units/squads. 
Additionally, weapons control status is passed from the area air'defense commander through 
the CRC/CRP to the DAME and the Hawk and Chaparral/Vulcan AADCP, and is broadcast 
directly over the tactical air warning net. Change in status will be verified by authentication. 

c. Priorjties. In performing its functions, the AADCP will observe the following 
priorities: 

Air defense mission. 

'(2) Emergency information to pilots. 

(3) Emergency directional assistance (vectoring). 

(4) Identification and correlation. 

( 5 ) Transponder checkout. 

\ 
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ANNEX B (INTEGRATION PLAN—AADCP WITH AN FCC ELEMENT) to SOP NO 
,1—3d Mech 

i) One acetate - covered topographical map (l:Ji50,000) of division area with 
5-kilometeXgrid matrix superimposed. 

(3) One manually constructed azimuth-determiijung/range-determining device (de- 
grees and nautical miles). 

USAF 

CRC/CRP 

(Classification) 

d. Equipment (Non-TOE to AADCP). / 

\ (1) One AN/VRC-47 and one AN/VRC-24 with remotes and headsets. 

(4) Two TAr312 phones with headsets. 

HAWK FIRE UNITS 

DANflEand 

CHAPARRAL/ 

VULCAN 
AADCP \ 

TAWN 

Q \ 

AADCP 

(AN/TSQ-38) / 

AD GRC VRC 

106 47 * \ FCC Element f Man 

Plot 
\ 

\ \ c/v 
t \ LO FCO 

\ Ma t \ ADA Plot 
\ J Op Man 

Plot t \ Off 

t. Fite 3 RC 
Co 

4/47 
Op 

FCC/Army Aircraft 

Igufe E-l. Physical arrangement. 

LEGEND 

FCC (wire) 

ADA (wire) 
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ANNEX C (COMMUNICATIONS) TO SOP NO l-3d MeçtfDiv 

1. Purpose. This anhex identifies the normal corrjmunication networks that will support 
airspace management imthe division AO. / 
2. Applicability. This anñex applies to the unitr^and stations (subscribers) that comprise the 
networks indicated!. Unless otherwise indicated, the equipment required is organic to the using 
unit. Stations in the indicated^nets that have no division airspace management functions are 
omitted. / \ 

; /commanders will insure that the stations/subscribers 
: division AO operate in the networks indicated. 

3. Responsibilities. Subordinate u 
required for airspace management in t 

I 
Radio Nets.! 

a. Frequency Modulated (FJM), Tactical. 

I (1) 3d Avn Co conm)t'and net. This net is used for command and control of organic 
assets. Normally the division,4viation officer at thevDAME does not maintain a station in this 
net. However, jwhen there is/no other communication means available, the company may be 
required to prbvide radio-equipped liaison personnel at the DAME to insure continuous 
communications between the FCC and the DAME \ See Appendix 1 (Division Airspace 
Management Radio Nets-/Aviation). 

1 
(2) 1st Plat (ATC), 101st ATC Co (FWD), air traffic control nets. These nets operate 

with FM, UHF, VHF,/HF/SSB radios and are used fot actual control of Army aircraft 
operating within the division AO. The principal station and net control station in these nets is 
the FCC. The FCC and the airfield terminal control sectkm are the only ground stations 
normally operating in/these nets. See Appendix 1 (Division^Airspace Management Radio 
Nets —Aviation).! / 

(3) 3d Mecb’Div aircraft terminal control net (FM, UHF,\)r VHF). This radio net is 
used to transmit tflight information regarding takeoff/landing for trióse aircraft using the 
division instrumented airfield. The airfield terminal control section is the principal ground 
station and net control station. See Appendix 1 (Division Airspace Management Radio Nets— 
Aviation). 
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ANNEX C (COMMUNICATION ) to SOP NO 1—3d MeclyT)iv 

(4) Air defense Chaparral/Vulcan battalion confmand net. This radio net is used for 
command and control of the battalion. It links the battalion commander, staff, firing batteries, 
radar platoon (forward area alerting radar), and the assistant air defense officer located at the 
DAME. When he has compatible equipment, the Chaparral/Vulcan battalion liaison officer, 
normally located at the Hawk AADCP, also enterar this net. This net is the principal means for 
disseminating information regarding the control and disposition of battalion fire units. 

lilar nets. See Appendix 2 (Division Airspace Subordinate elements of the battalion operate 
Management Radio Nets—Air Defense). 

\ ^ A \ (5) 3d Mech Div PAAR target alert data display set (TADDS) data links. Each of the 
eight PAAR sections organic to the ADA Chaparral/Vulcan battalion operates a broadcast- 
type FM radio frequency data link radkystation to transmit digital data that displays location 
and tentative identification of aircraft over the division area on firing unit TADDS, including 
Chaparral/Vulcan and Redeye weapon1'systems. In the event of failure of the radio frequency 
data links, these nets have the capability for transmission of one-way voice signals, on a 
broadcast basis, to voice sigh^l recavers in the TADDS. These nets may also be used in the 
voice mode to disseminate high-priority air defense advisories/instructions other than digital 
identification and location area. See^Appendix 2 (Division Airspace Management Radio Nets— 
Air Defens^)^ 

b. Amplitude Modulated (A'M) and Single-Sideband (SSB). 

(1) Corps flight operations net (voice). This net is operated by ATC elements 
supporting the corps to which/the 3d Mech Div is assigned or attached. The net is used for 
aviation advisory information/and coordination when an FOC is established. FCC operates a 
station in this net. When an FOC is not established at'feorps, the division FCC enters a similar 
net established by th^supporting Air Force area CRC\See Appendix 1 (Division Airspace 
Management Radio Nets—Aviation). 

(2) ADA Chaparral/Vulcan battalion air defense liaison net (voice). The ADA haison 
net is a Chaparral/Vulcan battalion net connecting the battalion ^D fire coordination officer at 
the direct support Hawk battalion and the Chaparral/Vulcan battalion’s airspace management 
personnel (at the DAME) with the Chaparral/Vulcan battalion A/^DCP. See Appendix 2 
(Division Airspace Management Radio Nets—Air Defense). 
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ANNEX C (COMMUNICATION ) to SOP NO 1—3d Mech Div 

/ 
5. Telephone Service, Sole-User, Point-to-point telephone circuits are established between the 
installations and activities listed below in decreasing order of installation urgency. All circuits 
indicated are insiàlled and maintained by the 3d Sig Bn,-'unless otherwise stated. 

a. DAME to ChaparraJ/Vulcan AADCP 

'b. DAME to FCC. 

c. DAME to CAME (installed aqd/inaintained by corps signal elements). 

d. DAME to Hawk AADCP. 

e. Chaparral Azulean AADCP to Hawk A^VDCP (installed and maintained by supporting 
Hawk unit). j 

f. FCC to Hawk AADCP. / 

g. FCC to airfield/heliport^perations section. 

h. FCC to FOC (corps). 

6. Communications Redundancy. The command and common-user telephone and teletype 
systems and tactical radio neis defined in the 3d Mech Div TSOP are used to supplement the 
specific communication services provided for airspace management. Use is made of existing 
communications for dissemmating early warning information. \ 

/ " ' ' ,\ 
Appendixes: 1 — Division Airspace Management Radio Nets—Aviation 

/ . \ 
2—Divisiory Airspace Management Radio Nets—Air Defense 

/ 
I 
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APPENDIX 1 (DIVISION AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT RADIO NE^S—AVIATION) to 
ANNEX C (COMMUNICATIONS) to SOP No. l-3d Mech div 

FCC (-) ATC 
Rit HQ Co 

Car 

C Avn Co Comd Net - FM 

Div 

Comd Net 
VRC VRC 

AN/TSC-61 r 47 47 

FCC 
Fit Coord Central 

  I 
Elm 

Comd and Con Sec Util Spt S 

!AM FM, Aïyi 

UHF or VHF 

sFM, AM 
JWor VHF 

(Note 1) (Note 1) 

V 
ToAcft 
As Rqr TC NET 

T ml Con Sec 
To Corps 

FOC Air Crash 
Rescue 

ACC ICC ¡P, (Note 2) 

Acft Tml Con Net 

LEGEND 

FM VRC 
AN/TSQ-70 AN/TSQ-71 

64 AM 

UHF Acft Con Central Landing Con Central 

NOTES: 1. Radios part of aircraft. Each aircraft has radio set AN/URC-10 for rescue operations. 

2. FM, UHF, or VHF radio; IFF; and ground-controlled approach radar. 
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APPENDIX 2 (DIVISION AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT RADIO NETS- 
to ANNEX C (COMMUNICATIONS) to SOP No. l-3d Mech Div 

R 

AME 

DEFENSE) 

Bn CO 

C Bn Comd Net-FM 

VRC GRC 

106 
C VRC VRC VRC GRC 

106 47 47 47 49 47 

c 2ea 
Div CG 

Comd Net 
Sbtd Unit 

Dir TOC 

Net ADA LO 

Net - SSB -Intel 
Rdr 

Pit Ldr 
HO 

Btry CO 
Së 

\ 
PAAR 

Sqd 

18 ea) VRC VRC VRC VRC Maint Tms 
46 46 47 47 

Unit ar Pit Comd Net-FM 
Net 

0p/, 6 Comm 

i Sec 
Intel VRC VRC To CHAPARRAL VULCAN 

Btry Cdrs 
Sec 46 46 

-c Fire Units PAAR Op Net - FM 

Op-Intel 

Sec 
GRC GRC 

142 142 

Div Gp Div Op - Intel 

Net (RATT) 
Net r RATT 

LEGEND Op- Intel 

Sec 

GRC 

106 ADA LO 
IMMIIimif AM 

FM 

D (AD Liabc 
GRC 

106 
on'Net - SSB li 11111 RATT VRC 

46 
Data Link 
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EXAMPLE OF UNIT TACTICAL INSTRUMENT 
STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURES 

FOR ARMY AIR TRAFFIC 

(Classification) 

82d Aslt Hel Co 
1st Cbt Avn Bn 
Camp Swampee 
1 February 198  

STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURES 
NO 12 

TACTICAL INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES FOR ARMY AIR TRAFFIC 

Section I 

GENERAL 

1. References. 

a. 82d Aslt Hel Co Tactical SOP. 

b. 1st Cbt Avn Bn Tactical SOP. 

c. 25th Armd Div Army Air Traffic SOP. 

d. FM \-b. Instrument Flying and Navigation for Army Aviators. 

e. FM 1-103, Airspace Management and Army Air Traffic in a Combat Zone. 

2. Purpose. To establish procedures for the planning, conduct, and regulation of tactical 
instrument flight as part of Army air traffic in the forward area. 
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3. Concept. 

a. The corps airspace management element (CAME) develops and coordinates procedures 
for use of corps airspace. The division airspace management element (DAME) develops and 
coordinates procedures for the use of airspace directly under the control of the division. 

b. The air traffic control (ATC) platoon’s flight coordination center (FCC) provides 
standard and tactical instrument flight clearance and following when required. 

c. Tactical teams organic, attached to, or under operational control (OPCON) of the ATC 

Company (FWD) may be deployed to forward locations to extend the flight coordinating and 
monitoring capability within the division. These mobile elements can collocate with tactical 
aviation sections/units in order to use their communications nets whenever necessary and 
whenever possible. 

d. Aviation elements operating in forward battle areas may encounter instrument 
meteorological conditions (IMC) and be required to conduct tactical instrument flight even 
though beyond or outside the communication range of ATC elements. 

e. Navigational aids (NAVAID) belonging to the tactical teams will be moved often to 
avoid enemy electronic detection and destruction and to provide rapid response to tactical 
instrument flight requirements. Close coordination is required to insure the mobile beacons are 
located and operated to best support a tactical instrument flight mission. 

Section II 

FLIGHT PLANNING 

1. Purpose. This standing operating procedure (SOP) is established as a checklist to insure 
complete and thorough premission tactical instrument flight planning for Army air traffic. 

2. Operations. 

a. Mission Requirements. Analyze the mission to determine all inherent requirements. 
For example, a single or multiple aircraft or multiple sortie mission will affect the entire 
planning process. Determine air traffic control requirements necessary to support the mission. 
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b. Operations/Intelligence. 

(1) Obtain a current threat briefing from the operations officer. Check the “shot at” 
file to identify the most current enemy threat. 

(2) Familiarize yourself thoroughly with locations, identifications, and postures of 
friendly units in your area of operation (AO). 

c. Frequencies and Call Signs. Insure that Communications-Electronics Operation In- 
structions (CEOI) information is current and complete and NAY AI Ds can be established and 
maintained where you need them. 

d. Weather Information. Check weather information and forecast in the AO. Particular 
attention should be focused on wind information at point of departure, en route, and at the 
terminal points. Surface winds should be used. Division artillery can serve as a weather source 
in the absence of any other more formal sources. 

3. Map Study/Analysis. 

a. Route Selection. Conduct a detailed map study to determine the best possible route 
that contributes to mission accomplishment. Select primary, alternate, and return routes based 
on the following factors: 

(1) Select the route which affords maximum concealment and masking from the air 
defense threat. 

(2) Locate and plot prominent terrain features and obstacles. 

(3) Determine and coordinate NAVAID requirements and flight clearances, with 
ATC elements, when possible. In the absence of an ATC facility, plan for clearing your own 
flight and arranging for flight-following with other aviation or ground units along the route. 
Early coordination and planning insure maximum reaction time for the forward ATC units. 
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b. Flight Altitudes. Determine the minimum safe flight altitude for the selected routes. 
In the event an air traffic control or clearance facility is not available, you must be prepared to 
provide and insure your own terrain obstacle clearance. Map analysis is the primary source for 
determining altitude information. 

(1) Altimeter setting. Insure the aircraft altimeter is set to the correct terrain 
elevation. Current altimeter setting information may not be available other than that obtained 
from map study and correlation with the aircraft location on the ground. 

(2) En route and approach minimums. In the absence of standard, published en route 
and approach diagrams, map study determines clearance altitudes en route and letdown 
minimum altitudes at the approach. Use an en route and minimum descent altitude of * feet 
above the highest obstacle (AHO) in the flight buffer zone for a safe tactical instrument 
minimum altitude. 

c. Navigation Preplanning. Knowledge of the terrain throughout the AO is necessary in 
order to be able to cope with unexpected change during the flight. 

d. Refuel/Rearm Requirements. Fuel requirements must be determined and plans made 
for intermediate refuel stops. Additionally, rearming considerations must be integrated into the 
plan as appropriate. 

- e. Magnetic Conversion. A significant error can result if you fail to convert grid azimuths 
to magnetic azimuths. 

4. Equipment Requirements. 

a. Maps and Navigational Aids. Conduct a complete inventory to insure all maps and 
NAVAIDs are present for the mission. 

♦See page 22-4, FM 1-5, Instrument Flying and Navigation for Army Aviators, for a discussion 
of recommended minimum en route altitude (MEA) and minimum descent altitude (MDA). 
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b. Aircraft Equipment. Compute weight and balance, check performance charts, and 
secure special mission and survival equipment as necessary. 

Section III 

FLIGHT CLEARANCE AND FLIGHT-FOLLOWING 

1. Rear Area to Tactical Operations Area. When flying from a rear area to a tactical 
operations area, the aviator maintains contact with the ATC facility as long as possible. He 
then assumes responsibility for making contact with other tactical forward units for flight- 
following. 

2. Tactical Operations Area to Rear Area. The*aviator serves as his own initial clearance 
authority and attempts to make contact with ATC elements en route. The flight should follow 
closely the previously planned and coordinated flight plan. 

3. Flight Initiated From Unit Heliport or Airfield. 

a. Clearance for tactical instrument flights is secured from the division FCC element 
through the company operations prior to takeoff if communications exist. 

b. When radio contact is not possible or feasible, contact the ATC elements by land line 
prior to takeoff for flight filing and clearance. Land-line communication is normally possible 
through the switch at the next higher supported unit headquarters. 

4. Flight Originating From a Tactical Site. 

a. In the event tactical instrument flight is required from a forward tactical location, such 
as a forward arming and refueling point (FARP), and communication cannot be established 
with an ATC facility, the aviator must serve as his own initial clearance authority. 
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b. As soon as practical after the flight is initiated, the aviator should attempt to establish 
radio contact with an ATC element or a ground tactical unit to relay the flight plan. He should 
follow the original tactical instrument plan as closely as possible until either direct contact with 
an ATC element is made or a ground unit relay is established. 

5. In-Flight Transition From Terrain Flying to Tactical Instrument Flight. When the tactical 
mission requires the transition from visual flight to tactical instrument flight, the aviator must 
carefully analyze his map to select a route and altitude to provide obstacle and terrain 
avoidance. 

a. Communication with an ATC element is not possible. The aviator serves as his own 
clearance authority until direct communication with an ATC element is made or contact with a 
ground unit relay is effected. 

b. Communication with an ATC element is possible. Report location and intended flight 
plan. Maintain direct ATC communications as long as possible until flight termination. If en 
route communication is lost, follow the reported flight plan as closely as possible until contact 
is regained (either direct or through a relay) or the flight is terminated. If communications with 
an ATC element cannot be reestablished, flight-follow with a ground tactical unit. 

6. Flight in a Severe Electronic Warfare (EW) Threat or Radio Silence Environment. 

a. Of necessity, much of tactical flight will be conducted in a severe EW threat 
environment. To avoid electronic detection in forward areas, NAVAIDs must be restricted to 
operation only when they are to be used, and then only intermittently. In order to avoid 
detection and destruction, the electronic signature of NAVAIDs and aircraft must be kept to a 
minimum, thereby making radio silence a requisite for mission accomplishment. 

b. Aviators will use land-line communication when available for coordinating and clearing 
tactical instrument flights with an ATC element prior to takeoff. If land-line communication is 
not possible, use secure radio channels. Close initial coordination with the ATC element is 
essential prior to initiating the flight to eliminate unnecessary radio communications during 
flight. 
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c. During a radio silence environment, voice radio communications for navigation and 
flight-following is not possible. The aviator must coordinate in detail prior to takeoff when 
possible, serve as his own clearance authority during in-flight transitions from VMC to tactical 
instrument flight, and often operate without a flight-following facility or unit while en route. 

Section IV 

TYPICAL MISSIONS 

1. Corps Area to a Forward Brigade Location. 

a. A utility helicopter pilot plans the flight using the SOP checklist. He determines his 
routes, minimum flight altitudes, and navigational requirements. Flight planning is not limited 
only to Army-operated air traffic control facilities and navigational aids, but includes all 
available facilities that can support the flight. Coordination with the corps area flight 
operations center/flight coordination center (FOC/FCC) is effected to insure flight-following 
navigational aids are emplaced and operational in forward areas when needed. The request for 
instrument flight rules (IFR) clearance is relayed from the unit operations to the basefield 
terminal control. It is then relayed through the appropriate ATC facility, usually the FOC for 
Army requests, to the clearance authority which is the airspace management center located at 
the Air Force control and reporting center (CRC). The flight clearance is received and the 
aviator departs the base field. 

b. En route, the aviator is initially monitored by the CRC and is under positive radar 
control. As he progresses forward, it is necessary to transition to a lower flight altitude to avoid 
enemy air defense detection and destruction. The flight is handed over from the CRC to an air 
traffic controller at the forward air control post (FACP). The FACP, an extension of the CRC, 
continues to provide him with positive radar control at the lower altitude. 
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c. As the aviator progresses further forward, his altitude is reduced to avoid enemy 
detection; radar contact at the FACP is lost; and the aviator is told to contact the division 
FCC. The FCC, collocated at the direct support HAWK battalion operations center, has 
received the information concerning the flight from the FOC. The aviator contacts the FCC and 
is told that radar contact has been made by one of the HAWK unit’s acquisition radar or 
identification, friend or foe (radar)/selective identification feature (IFF/SIF) systems. On 
request the FCC gives the aviator his present location, as determined by the Hawk radar 
contact, and provides other information concerning weather, air warnings, and status of navi- 
gational aids. The FCC may also provide radar vectoring using data from the Hawk radar. 

d. Moving farther toward the front, the aviator descends to the MEA (previously 
determined from map study) to remain below the air defense threat. When contact with the 
FCC is lost, the aviator contacts the ATC tac team or the forward brigade tactical operations 
center (TOC) and requests weather conditions in the area and directs that the NAVAID be 
turned on. 

e. After tracking inbound and arriving at the brigade location, the aviator initiates the 
preplanned approach to the portable nondirectional beacon. During descent to the minimum 
descent altitude, he breaks out of the low clouds and visually makes a landing. The aviator 
requests that the brigade TOC notify the DAME at the division main command post (CP) that 
the flight has been completed and requests the DAME relay information to the servicing FCC 
and the aircraft’s parent unit. 

2. Forward Location to the Corps Rear. 

a. An assault helicopter pilot plans a flight from a forward location to the corps rear to a 
support maintenance facility. By conducting a thorough map reconnaissance, the aviator se- 
lects the route and determines the minimum en route altitude. Contact with the FCC cannot be 
made prior to takeoff, but communications with the forward supported TOC confirms the 
location and operation of a tactical team en route navigational beacon. The flight route is 
modified to use this beacon. 

b. The aviator requests that the forward supported TOC relay his intended route of flight, 
altitudes and estimated departure time to the DAME. The DAME receives this information 
and coordinates it with other known aviation or air defense activities thát may conflict with the 
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flight. They also relay the flight information to the division FCC, who, in turn notifies the 
FOC. The FOC collocated with the CRC coordinates the proposed flight with the airspace 
management center (AMC) at the CRC. The AMC alerts the appropriate FACP to provide 
ATC service when radar contact is made. Meanwhile, the division FCC, collocated with the 
direct support Hawk battalion operations center, coordinates the planned flight with the radar 
console operator in the AN/TSQ-73 fire distribution central. 

c. After executing an instrument takeoff into instrument IMC, the aviator flies at the 
minimum safe altitudes that insure terrain and obstacle clearance, yet minimizes the possibility 
of enemy air defense weapons detection and engagement. Early attempts to establish contact 
with an FCC element are not successful, but contact with the tac team or support TOC is 
maintained; and information is relayed to the division FCC direct or via the DAME. 

d. As the assault helicopter proceeds farther toward the rear area, the aviator con- 
tinuously selects a higher altitude to widen the safety margin above the terrain. 

e. When contact is established with the division FCC and through Hawk radar contact, 
the aviator on request or for conflict avoidance is provided radar vectoring to a nondirectional 
radio beacon (NDB) located in the division rear. The FCC also provides the aviator his IFR 
clearance as relayed from the CRC through the FOC. As the flight progresses, the aviator is 
handed over from the FCC to the FOC. Radar vectoring to his destination, if required, may be 
provided by the FACP, control and reporting post (CRP), or CRC. At the termination airfield, 
a ground-controlled approach (GCA) may be initiated if visual conditions are not encountered. 

Section V 

COMPANY OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES, 
AND COORDINATION 

1. Functions. Provide operational flight planning assistance and information to company 
aviators planning and conducting tactical instrument flight. 

a. Determine ATC requirements necessary to support the unit mission or a specific flight. 

(Classification) 
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(SOP NO 12—82d Aslt Hel Co) 

b. Maintain a current operations/intelligence threat briefing for company aviators to be 
used in flight planning. 

c. Insure current ATC element and tactical unit CEOI information is posted. 

d. Maintain an up-to-date NAVAID availability status for use in planning tactical 
instrument flight routes. 

e. Maintain a current weather chart. 

f. Maintain the current altimeter setting and insure that it is available in the tactical unit 
command post. 

g. Maintain a reserve of tactical maps of the AO with prominent terrain and obstacles 
marked for use in planning tactical instrument flights. 

2. Responsibilities. Provide the primary and initial point of contact with the division FCC 
element to coordinate tactical instrument flight plans and clearance. 

a. Establish and maintain a communication link with the division ATC elements. 

(1) Use existing land-line nets where possible to coordinate flight plans and 
clearances. Normally, land-line communication links through the next higher supported unit 
provide a connection with the division FCC element. 

(Classification) 
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(Classification) 

(SOP NO 12—82d Aslt Hel Co) 

i ■ 

(2) If land-line communication is not possible, use secure radio channels to oper- 
ationally control division ATC elements. Use relays through adjacent units when necessary. 

b. Coordinate flight plans and clearances to support the unit mission or a specific flight 
plan. 

(1) Contact and obtain flight clearance from division FCC elements when possible. 

(2) Coordinate with adjacent units to relay flight information to division FCC 
elements when necessary. 

3. Coordination. Coordinate placement and use of navigational aids and flight-following. 

a. Coordinate with division FCC elements for the placement and relocation (if necessary) 
of tactical team NAVAIDs or beacons as necessary to support the unit mission or a specific 
tactical instrument flight. 

b. Coordinate with ATC elements and other tactical units, both air and ground, as neces- 
sary, to provide flight-following and the local altimeter setting for the unit or a specific flight. 

SMITH 
MAJ, FA 
Commanding 
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GLOSSARY / 

Terms 
/ 

Airspace control—a service provided within the combat zone to contribute to the maximiza- 
tion of combat effectiveness by promoting the safe, efficient, and flexible use of airspace. 
Airspace control is provided in order/to permit flexibility of actions in controlled airspace, 
while authority to approve, disapprove, or deny combat operations is vested only in the 
joint force commander. 

Airspace control area—airspace which is laterally defined by the boundaries of a joint force 
area of operations. The airspace control area may be subdivided into airspace control 
sectors. / 

/ 

Airspace control authority (ACA)—a service component commander, designated by the 
joint force commander to plan and coordinate airsphce control matters with responsibility 
for the operation of the airspace control system in 
this manual, the airspace control authority is the 
Commander, Air Force Forces. 

le airspace control area. As used in 
Force Component Commander/ 

Airspace control boundary^—the lateral limits of an airspace control area, airspace control 
sector, airspace restriction, or high density airspace control zone. 

Airspace control center (¿ACC) —an element within the tactic^ air control center, which 
includes component service liaison, responsible for planning and establishing rules and 
procedures for the coordinated and integrated use of the airspace\by all component forces. 

/ \. 
Airspace control facility—any of the several service component facilities which provides air- 

space control in the combat zone. As used in this manual, airspace control facilities 
include the airspace control center, airspace management center,\air traffic control 
facilities, airspace management elements, air defense command posts, and other elements 
of the tactical air control system. 

V. 
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Airspace control sector—a subdivision of the airspace control area, designated by the 
airspace control authority in consideration of Service component airspace'control capabil- 

a Tirl mi i QTï f a / 

airspace 
ities and requirements 

Airspace control sector authority—that individual designated Xry the airspace control 
authority as coordinkting authority for airspace control withip'an airspace control sector. 

Airspace control system—a\system consisting of the orgánization, personnel, facilities, 
policies, and procedures required to prevent collisions between aircraft, aircraft and 
obstructions to flight, and aircraft and surface-launched weapons; and to contribute to 
the maximizing of combat effectiveness by promoting the safe, efficient, and flexible 
use of airspace. 

Airspace nianagement—the coordination, inte, 
of defined dimensions. 

tion, and regulation of the use of airspace 

Airspace management center (AMQ —an^lement within a control and reporting center, 
which includes component Service liaison. Responsible for continuous coordination, regu- 
lation, and integration of componen/Services’ auvoperations, in accordance with the 
coordinated rules and procedures established by the au^pace control center. 

Airspace management liaison section (AMLS) —an agency\staffed with representatives 
from all Service components iiy/olved, responsible to the airspace control authority for 
planning, coordinating, and integrating activities related to airspace control. 

Airspace restricted area—airspace of defined dimensions, designatecKby the airspace con- 
trol authority, ip responspto specific operational situations/requirements within which 
the flight of aircraft is restricted in accordance with certain specified conditions. 

its— Airspace restrictio 
defined dimensions. 

special restrictive measures applied to segments of' çiirspace of 
/ 

/ 
\ 

Air traffic control fi cility—any of the Service component airspace control facilities that may 
be involved in cor trol of air traffic in an area of operations. 

Air traffic identification—the use of electronic devices, operational procedures, visual obser- 
vation, and/or flight plan correlation for the purpose of identifying and locating aircraft 
flying within the airspace control area. 
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Coordinating altitude—an airspace management procedure, for/use within airspace of 
^defined dimensions, designed to reduce conflict between fb^d wing and rotary wing 
ñrcraft. 

High'density airspace control zone—airspace of defined dimensions, designated by the air- 
spaceycontrol authority, in which there is a concentrated employment of numerous and 
variedNyeapons. ' 10 

Instrument'meteorological conditions (IMC)—meteorological conditions expressed in terms 
of visibility^distance from cloud, and ceilings less than the minima specified for visued 
meteorological conditions. 

Low-level transit ilutes (LLTR)—a temporary corridor of defined dimensions passing in 
either direction tmough the areas of organic low-level air defenses of surface forces, in an 
HIDACZ, or restricted operations area. 

Minimum risk routes (MRIt) —temporary routes of flight, recommended for Air Force use, 
presenting the minimum known ^azards to low-flying aircraft transiting the tactical oper- 
ations area. 

Positive control—the operatio: ir traffic in a radar/nonradar control environment in 
which positive identification/tracking, and direction of aircraft within an airspace is con- 
ducted by an agency having the authority and responsibility therein. 

Procedural control—a type/of airspace control which is accomplished by nonelectronic 
means. 

Rear operations area—thát area rearward of 'the tactical operations area rear boundary 
where airspace control is more definitive. Dimensions are as directed by the joint force 
commander. 

/ 
Restricted operations atea—airspace of defined dimensions, designated by the airspace con- 

trol authority (ACA/, in response to specific operational situations/requirements within 
which the operation'of one or more airspace users is restricted. 

Tactical operations area—that area between the fire support, coordination line and the rear 
operations area wkere maximum flexibility in the use of tùrspace is needed to assure 
mission accompl/shment. The rear boundary of the tacticàl operations area should 
normally be at or near the rear boundary of the front line divisions. 
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Visual meteorological conditions (VMC)—meteorological conditions expressed in terms of 
visibility, cloud distance, and ceiling, equal to or better than specified minima. 

Abbreviations and Brevity Codes 

A 

AA 

trol au-space co 

air defense a ery 

chn 

area air defense command 

Army Air Defense Command Post 

airborne battlefield command and control center 

airspace^ control authority 

enter 

Air Force component commander 

gdLt 

above'the highest obstacle 

above ground level 

litude modulated 

airspace management center 

irspace management element 

airspace management liaison section 

annex 
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area of operations 

airborne warning and control»system 

AO 

ASOC air support operations center 

air support radar team 

air traffic control 

ASRT 

ATC 

WAGS 

B 

BCE battle coordination element 

C 

>rfrs ai CAME 

CEO! 

CEWI 

CFA 

CIC 

corps^airepace management element 

Communications-Electronics Operation Instructions 

combat electronic warfare intelligence 

coyer force atea 

combat intelligence center 

COM AFFOR Commander *ce Forces 

COMM , 
/ 

COMMZ j 

CONUS i 
! 

COSCOjji 

CP i 

CPX 

communications 

communications zone 

Continental United States 

corps support command 

command post 

command post exercise 
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CRC 

CRP 

CTOC 

F 

FAA 

FAAR 

FACP 

FARP 

FCC 

FDC 

FLOT 

FM 

FOC 

control and reporting center 

control and reporting post 

corps tactical operations center 

D 

DAME 

OC 

E 

EAC 

ELM 

EW electronic wa 

division airspace management element 

division tactical operations center 

echçlon(s) above corps 

element 

Federal Aviation Administration 

forward area alerting radar 

forwam air control post 

forward arming and refueling point 

flight coordination center 

fire direction center 
i 

^ front line of own troops 

frequency modulated 

flight operations center 
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FTX field training exercise 

forward FWD 

G 

ground-controlled approach GCA 

general support GS 

/ H 

high fre HF ency 

he 

IFF identification, friend or foe (radar) 

instrument flight rules 

instrument meteorological conditions 

IFR 

IMC 

integration R 

LC line of contact 

low-level transit rdute(s) LLTR 

LO liaison officer 

M 

MBA mam battle area 

MDA minimum descent altitude 
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minimum en route altitude MEA 

Meen mechanized 

MHz megahertz 

minimum risk route(s) MRR 

MSL mean sea level 

N 

NAY AID 

NDB 

navigational aid / 

nondirectional radio beacon 
\ 

NM nautical mile 

NOE nap-of-the/earth 

notice to airmen NOTAM 

O 

OPCION 

OPORD 

operational control 

operation orcler 

P 

/ petroleum, oils and lubricants POL 

R 

RATT 

ROA 

radio teletypewriter 

restricted operations area 

Glossary-8 
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RPV 

SAR 

SEA 

SHORAD 

SIE 

SOP 

SSB 

TACO 

TACS 

otely piloted vehicles 

search and rescue 

suppression of enemy air defense 

short-range ai^defense 

selective identification feature (used with IFF) 

standing operating procedure 

single ^ide band 

tactical air control center 

tactical air control system 

TADDS ! target alert data displays 

TAF 

TOC 

TOE 

TSOP 

U 

tactical air force 

tactical operations center 

table(s) of organization ahd equipment 

tactical standing operating procedure 

UHF ultra high frequency 

USAAVNC United States Army Aviation Center 

-103 
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V 

VFR 

VH F 

VMC 

visual flight rules 

very high frequency/ 

visual meteorological conditions 

-j’ 
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